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I. INTRDDUCTION 

1. cm 12 Decembx 1996, the C#mnaxal A88wanbly adoptad xo8olution W/72 D, 
entitled l R8port of the Disar&usen t Coauli88ion~, paragraph 12 of which reads as 
fOllOW8: 

'prthex reauert@ th8 Sacretary-Qurmral to prepare a compilation, in 
the format of a not8 by thm S8cr8taxy-ganeral, of all text8 of principles, 
guidelines or XacOImRUIdrtiQM on 8UbjOCt itesW that haV0 b8en iU1aIk~OU81y 

adopted by the DirarsWiWA Comia8isn tlinc8 it8 inception in 1978: 

2. In pu8uancr of that xecpm8t, tha Smcretaxy-General ha8 preparm a 
coavilatian of all text8 of principlo8, guidelin.8 or xmc-ndation8 on 8ubject 

itam that i~.w beon unanimoruly adopted & thm Dimaraumrn t Cd88iOn 8ilVXt it8 
incaption in 1978, aa contained in amction II of thm prm8ent note. It ohould be 
noted that the Dinam t CorPmi88ion, in 1980, adopted a tract entitled 
'Al~tr of the Declaration of the 19808 a8 the Second Di8a xnmmnt Dmcadenr 
which wa8 sutwmqumnt'v adoptmd by the Gmnmxal k8eubly e8 the Declaration of the 
19808 a8 th@ SOCOnd Dir Bt Dacade (xmrolution 35/46, annex). 

II. TEXTS OF PRINCIPLES, QUIDELINES OR REC OIQlEPSIlATIONS ON 
SUBJECT ITRMS THAT RAVR BERN UNANIMOUSLY ADOPTED RY 
THE DIfzWWWWI CWRISSION SINCE ITS INCEPTION IN 1978 

A. @aUent8 Of a CCRWrehggpiVe 0x0~ Of di8atXMnent* 

‘1. Advocated by the General A88ambly of the Unitmd Natior.:, f?.r nearly two 
decadm8, general ant3 complete di8arMUW t under effective international control 
must continue to be the ultimate goal of all endaavour8 undertaken in the sphere 
of disa rammalt. 

'2. In 1969, the Genexal Ao8embly, aftmr d8claring th8 decade of the 19708 a8 a 
'Disarnnment Decade', xequerted the Conference of the Cotrmittee on Diearmament 

'to work out a comprehensive p:o~em~.~, dealing with all aspects of the 
problem of the ce88ation of thr arm8 race and general and cosq?lete 
disarmament under effective international contxol*. &/ 

Although thio appeal was reiterated by the General Assen~bly in later years, it 
was not pO88ible fox the Conference of the Comnittea on Disarmament to discharge 
thio mandate. 

A.1 General #ssembly resolution 2602 E (XXIV). 

/ . . . 
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l 3. The first special aeasion of the General Assembly devoted to disarmunent 
laid the basis in its Final Document, adopted by consenoua, for an international 
disarnnment strategy, in which the elaboration of the comprehensive programme of 
dimarmament is an important element. The Disarmament Commission was entrusted 
with the task of considering 'the elermnts of a cqcgcehonaivu programme for 
dimarmament to be mhmitted as reconmtendations to the General Assambly and, 
through it, to the negotiating body, the Committee on Disarmament', which was 
regueoted by the Asmembly to 'undertake the elaboration' of such a programme. 

'4. The corqpreheneive pxograuxue of dioarmamen t, which would provide the 
neceooary framework for substantive negotiationo in the field of disarmament, 
should be a carefully worked out package of interrelated measures in the field 
of diaa nnament, which would lead the international community towards the goal of 
general md complete disarmame nt under effactive international control. 

'5. The comprehensive pxograurae of disarmame nt should be based principally on 
the Final Document of the Tenth Special Session of the General Assembly. It 
l hould lay down an agreed framework for austclned international action in the 
field of disaxmament, including negotiations at different levels, that is, 
multilateral, bilateral and regional, on specific measures of disarmament. The 
elaboration of the comprehensive prograrmue of disarmame nt should not in any way 
impair the co,muitmant entered into by Member States, in the Final Document, to 
nuke every effort faithfully to carry out the Programme of Action set forth 
therein. 2/ 

"6. The Conrmittee on Disaxmame nt should commence work on the elaboration of the 
comprehensive programme at the earliest possible date and all efforts should be 
exerted no ae to o&nit it for consideration and adoption not later than the 
second npecial seooion of the General Assembly devoted to disarmament, scheduled 
to be held in 1982. 

'7. The comprehensive pxograme of disarmame nt should: 

‘(a) Define the objectives of the comreheneive programme of disarmament 
together with the principles that should guide the negotiations and priorities 
which should be applied in the negotiations; s 

'(b) Encompass all meanures thought to be advisable in order to ensure that 
the goal of general and complete disarmament under effective international 
control becomes a reality ic a world in which international peace and security 
prevails and in which the new international economic order is strengthened and 
consnlidated; 

'(c) Include, as parallel measure6 accompanying progress in disarwent, 
-1-1.100 CA et,eenntfr_en j.cs+titntinnn fnr maintain&u oeace and the settlement of -------- -- _---.- _ - 
international disputes by peaceful means as well as measures necessary TV bring 
about the effective application of the relevant provisions of the Ckmrter of the 
United Nations; 

e* 

21 
General Assembly resolution S-10/2, sect. III. 

/ . . . 
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'(d) Establish appropriate procedures for: 

'(i) The implssentation of the programme; 

'(ii) A continuing review F .f the implementation of the programme; 

'(et) Cover msasures aimed at ,sncouraging international and national efforts 
to promote knowledge and information about dir armament, in order to create an 
international atmposphere conducive to the implamentation,of measures needed to 
bs taken to bring abut the halting and thr reversal of the arms race and the 
achievement of the ultimate objective of general and complete disa masent under 
effective international control. 

'II. Obiectivee. orincioles and orioritiea 

l 8. The inmediate objective of a cosprsheneive prcgrame of disa raamsnt should 
be to maintain and further the mosentum generated by the first spscial session 
of the General Assembly devoted to qisarmwnt, to initiate and expedite urgent 
negotiations on halting the arms race in all its aspects, to open a process of 
genuine disa rmamsnt on an internationally agreed basis and to increase 
international confidence and relaxation of international tension. 

‘9. The long-tsrm objectives should be, through the coordinated implementation 
of the comprehensive programme of disa nnament. to achieve general and complete 
dieamaseht under effective international control, to avert the dahger of war 
and to create conditions for a just and stable international peace and security 
and the full realisation of the nev international economic order. 

'10. The elaboration of the comprehensive progrtmne of disarmsme nt should take 
place as urgently as possible and parallel with the negotiations on concrete 
disarmamsnt meas~*xes, particularly those agreed in the Prograsme of Action 
adopted at the tanth special session of the General Assembly. The comprehensive 
progremne of disarmsen t should contain a phased programs covering measures in 
the different fields in which the implementation of the first stage should 
effectively contribute to the halting of the anus race and to the opening of the 
process of genuine disarmament. 

'11. During the first Etalie of the implementation of the comprehensive programme 
of disarmament, special artention should be given to the inmediate cessation of 
the nuclear arms race and the removal of the threat of a nuclear var. 

'12. The comprehensive programme of disarmament should bs elaborated and 
implemented on the basis of the strict observance of the principles contained in 
the Final Document and in accordance with the priorities stated z.n paragraph e> 
thereraf. it being undavstood that nothing should preclude States from conducting 
negotiations on all priority items concurrently. 

/ . . . 
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'III. &leaeure~ 

'13. The process to be outlined in the comprehensive prograunme of dimarmament 
should bm conceived end implemented in accordance with the fundamental 
principles enshrined in the Fine1 Document of the Tenth Special Sestiion of the 
General Ammtuably. It should take place in much an equitable manner am to ensure 
the right of each State to security, 'n w, through the adoption of 
appropriate meamureu, trking into account the importance of nuclear disarmament 
and conventionel disarmament, the special responsibility of the States with the 
largest military armmnmlm and the necessity for adequate meamurem of 
verification. 

'14. The comprehensive programme of dima rmament should encompass the following 
measures am envisaged in the relevant paragraphs of the Flntrl Document of the 
Tenth Special Semsion: 

‘A. mt. measure8 

'1. JJuclear -ueaDons 

r (&I Nuclear-test ban; 

l (b) Cessation of the nuclear arm race in all itm aspects and nuclear 
dimarmament, which will require urgent negotiation of agreements at appropriate 
stages and witb adequate measures of verification satisfactory to the States 
concerned for : 

'(i) Cessation of the qualitative improvement and development of nuclear 
weapon mystmmm; 

'(ii) Cessation of the production of all types of nuclear weapons and their 
mmana of delivery, and the production of fissionable materiol for 
weapons purposes; 

'(iii) Reduction of stockpiles of nuclear weapons and their meanm of 
delivery, leading to their ultimate and complete elimination at the 
earliest possible time; 

'(cl Effective internatiOnal arrangements to assure non-mclear-weapon 
States against the use or threat of ume of nucleate weapons; 

“(d) Continuation of the strategic anus limitation negotiations between the 
two parties concerned: 

"(8) Further steps to prevent the spread of nuclear weapons, in UCXLJK&IAC;~ 
with the provisions of paragraphs 65 to 71 of the Final Document; 

"(f) Establishment of nuclear-weapon-free zones. 

/ . . . 



-2. Other weuDons of IMSS aeatruction 

'(a) Prohibition of the development, production cud stockpiling of all 
chemical weapons Md their destruction; 

l (b) Prevention of the snmrgence of new types of woapona of r~aa 
destruction and new l yatenu of such werrpona; 

'(c) Prohibition of the development. production and use of radiological 
weapons. 

‘3. Convqatioml weeDone and armed forces 

.(a) Cessation of the conventional arma race; 

'(b) Agreements and measurea, multilateral, regional and bilateral, on the 
limitation and reduction of conventional waapona and armed forces; 

'(c) Prohibitions or restrictions of use of cortein conventional weapons, 

including those which mey ceua(t uxmeceaaary suffering of which amy !aave 
indiscriminate effects, taking into account the rasult of the 1979 United 
Nationa Conference on Prohibitions or Restriction8 of Use of Certain 
Conventional Weapona Which May Be Daeamd to Be Rxceaaively Injurious or to Have 
~ndiaeriminate Effects; 

*(d) Conaultationa among major arma suppliers and recipients on the 
international transfer of conventional weapons. 

'4. Filitarv exoenditure2 

'Reduction of military expenditures. 

‘5. Verification 

'Verification methoda and procedures in relation to specific disarmament 
measures, to facilitate the conclusion and effective implementation of 
dieamnt agreements and to create confidence among State=. 

‘6. Related meammes 

*(a) Further steps to prohibit ailitaty or any other hostile use of 
environmental modification techniques; 

'(b) Consideration of further steps to prevent an arm race on the sea-bed 
----- c. --- -..L--J, ..c----AZ ii& tk ULWTUI LIVUL Ciiid tk OWBYA.~ LS~SGSV*, 

'(c) Further steps to prevent an arma race in outer apace; 

"(d) Establishment of zones of peace. 

/ . . . 
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l B. pther meaBuref# 

'1. Confidence-building meaourea, taking into account the characteristics 
of each region. 

'2. MearureB aimed at achieving relaxation of international tension. 

"3. Measures ainud at preventing the use of force in international 
relations, subject to the provimiono of the Charter of the United Nations. 

-a. Implementation of the provisions contained in the Final Document 
intended to mobilize world public opinion in favour of disarmamant. 

'5. Dirarmament studieB under the auepices of the United Nations. 

'With reference to the measures dealt with in the present section, explicit 
mention was made of the following United Nations declarationr: 

l 1. Declaration on Principles of International Law concerning Friendly 
Relations and Cooperation among States in accordance with the Charter of the 
United Nation8; A/ 

'2. Declaration on the Strengthening of International Security; Q/ 

'3. Declaration on the Preparation of Societies for Life in Peace. p/ 

'C. Disarmament and develoDment 

'Bearing in mind the cloee relationship between disa rmament and development 
and taking into account the united Nation% studies carried out in this field, 
the comprehensive progr- of &se-t should include measures aimed at 
ensuring that disarnuum nt makes an effective contribution to economic and social 
developuent and, ita particular, to the full realization of the new international 
economic order thrcmgh: 

'(ii Reallocation of resources fro?. military 9ur9oses to economic and 
aoeial development, especially for the benefit of the developing 
countriepl; 

"(ii) Saving8 from the reduction of military elcpenditures particularly by 
nuclear-wea9on States and other militarily significant State8 should 
increase the flow of reacurces to economic and social developnent, 
especially for the benefit of the rieveioging couni;rie: 

3 Gancral Aaeembly resoltition 2625 (YXV). 

4.1 General Assembly resolution 2734 (XXV). 

El General AhtsembLy resolution 33173. 
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'(iii) Strengthening of international cooperation for the promotion of the 
tranofer and utilization of nuclear technology for economic and social 
development, aupecially in the developing countries, taking into 
account the provinionn of paragraphs 68 to 70 of the Final Document. 

'D. Disarvt and internatiq#J necurity 

*Strengthening of international procedureo and institutions for: 

'(i) Maintenance of peace and eacurity in accordance with the Charter 
of the Unitad Nations; 

'(ii) Peaceful settlamant of disputes; 

'(iii) Effectiveness of the security system of the Charter of the United 
Nations; 

'(iv) United Nation8 peace-keeping inconformity with the Charter of the 
United Nations. 

“IV. Machinerv end orocedure& 

'A. Role of the United Nations 

'15. (a) The United Nations should play a central role in the consideration and 
adoption of the comprehensive progranma of disarmament. It must aloo play an 
adequate role in its implementation. It is essential, therefore, that the 
General Assembly and, through it, the Commisoion are regularly kept informed of 
the results of the negotiations on and elaboration of the comprehensive 
programs of disarmament. It is also essential that the United Nations be kept 
duly informed through the Assembly, or any other appropriate United Nations 
channel reaching all Members of the Organization, of all disarmament efforts 
outside ito aegie without prejudice to the progress of negotiations. 

'(b) Convaning, aa necessary, of special sessions of the United Nations 
General Assembly devoted to disarmament. 

O(c) The United Nations should sponsor programnez to promote public 
awareness of the dangero of the arms race, itu effecta on international peace 
and security, ita economic and social consequences and its effect on the 
attainment of the new international economic order. 

O(d) The Secretary-General shall periodically submit xeports to the General 
Assembly on the economic and socia ; consequences of the armaments race and its 
extremely harmful effects on world peace and security. 

'B. Form of neaotiations 

'16. The negotiations of the measures envisaged in the comprehensive pragramme 
of disarmament can be conducted on a bilateral, regional or multilateral level, 
depending on how, in each case, effective disc rmament agreements can I x3t 

/... 
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readily be achieved. Th international dis ammamlt machinery should ensure that 
all disarmament isnuou are &ing dealt with in an appropriate context. 

'17. At the earliest appropriate time, a world disamamsn t conference should be 
convensd with universal participation and with adequate preparation. 

‘D- aeviewmverificatinn 

‘18. Examination of the raquiremants of an institutional and procedural nature 
to facilitate the disa rmsment process and to ensure implsmmtation of 
disarmsmnt agreements, including the relevant. propouals referred to in 
paragraph 125 of the Final Document, or made elsewhere. 

‘V. Bneral 

'19. During the consideration of the elements of the comprehensive programs of 
disarmament, the Ccmsission considered the following, on which consensus was not 
reached: 

'(a) Prohibition of the use or threat of use of nuclear weapons; 

'(b) Dissolution of military allisnces and the dismantling of foreign 
military bases: 

O(c) Prohibition of the developsent, production and deployment of 
conventional weapons of great dsstructive power." 

B. 134Flnrot;ion of the 1.9908 0s the Second Dis0rmment Decade* 

.I. GJZNERU 

'1. In proclaiming the decade of the 19703 as the first United Nations 
Disarsmsnt Decade, the GsDeral immmbly, in its resolution 2602 E (XXIV) of 
16 Dectambar 1969, enumerated its objectives as follows: 

'(a) All OoverxUnen ts ohould intensify without delay their concerted and 
concentrated efforts for effective measures relating to the cessation of the 
nuclear-arms race at an early date snd to nuclear disarmament and the 
elimLlation of other weapons of mass destxuction, and fox a treaty on general 
and comlete disarmamen t under strict and effective international coakol. 

'(b) Consideration should be given to channelling a subotL\ntkl part of the 
resources freed by measures in the field of disarmament to promote the economic 

l See gfficial Recgrds of the General As,g&lv, Thirty-fifth Session, 
Suzmlement No. 42 ,A/35/42), para. 19; adopted : &sequently by the General. 
Assembly (resolutmn 35146, annex). 

/... 
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development of developing co;mtries and, in particular, their scientific and 
tecbnoloyical progress; 

l 2. Although these objectives were reiterated by the General Assembly in 
later sessions, the fir& Disa rmsment Decade ended without their accomplishment. 
While it is true that some limited agreements were reached, effective measures 
relating to the ceauation of the nuclear-atps race at an early ate and to 

nuclear disa rmament have continued to elude man*a grasp. Furthermore, no 
progress has been made in channelling for the purpose of economic and social 
development any amount of the enormous resources which are wasted on the 
unproductive arms race. 

'3. Through the Final Document of the Tenth Special Session of the General 
Assembly, contained ir resslution S-10/2 of 30 June 1978, which was adopted by 
consensus, the Assembly. after expressing its conviction that disa rmament and 
arms limitation, particularly in the nuclear field, were essential for the 
prevention of the danger of nuclear war, for the strengthening of international 
peace and security and for the economic and social advancement of all peoples, 
laid down a Programme of Action &/ enumerating the specific measures of 
disarmament which should be implemented over the next few years. 

'4. In spite of the positive and encouraging outcome of the special 
session devoted to disarsmment, the decade of the 1980s has started with ominous 
signs of deterioration in the international situation. International peace and 
security are threatened by the use or threat of use of force against the 
sovereignty, national independence and territorial integrity of States, by 

military intervention and occupation, hegemonism, interference in the internal 
afFairs of States, the denial of the right of self-determination of peoples and 
nations under colonial and alien Comination, and by the further escalation of 
the ams race and efforts to achieve military superiority. It is clear that, if 
the emerging trend continues and meaningful efforts are not made to check and 

reverse this trend, international tensions will be further exacerbated and the 
danger of war will be greater than foreseen at the time of the special session 
on disarmament. In this connection, it is pertinent to recall that in the Final 
Document the General Assembly emphasised that, on the one hand, the arms race in 
all its aspects runs counter to efforts to achieve further relaxation of 
international tension to establish a viable system of international Deace and 
security and, on the other, that peace and security must be based on strict 
respect for the pxinciples of the Charter of the United Nations. It is ironic 
that, while intensive discussions are under way in various forums on global 
economic problems and on the depletion of resources available for coping with 
present international economic problems, military expenditures by major military 
Powers are reaching evez higher levels, involving the greater diversion of 
resources that could have helmed to Dromote the well-being of all peoples. 

"5. The close relationship between disarmament and development was also 
underscored in the Final Document, which stated that the resources released as a 
result of the implementation of disarmament measures should be devoted to the 
economic and social development of all nations and contribute to the bridging of 

/El Resolution S-10/2, sect. III. 

/ , . . 
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the economic gap between developed and developing countries. It is, therefore, 
only appropriatr that simultaneouely with the proclamation of the Third United 
Nations Developaunt Decade 21 and the launching of the global round of 
negotiations, the 19808 ohould be declared am the Second Disarmamen t Decade. 

'II. OOALS AND PRINCIPLE3 

"6. The goals of the Second Disarmarm nt Decade should be conceived in the 
context of the ultimate objective of the efforts of States in the dimaraament 
proceaa, which io general a& cqlete diaarmamen t under effective international 
control, as elaborated in the Final Document. 

l 7. Connietent with the overall objective, the goals of the Second 
Disarmament Dacadr should be the following: 

‘(a) Halting and reversing the arms race, parti&larly the nuclear-arms 
race ; 

'(b) Concluding and implementing effective agreements on disarmament, 
particularly nuclear disarmarm nt, which will contribute significantly to the 
achievement of genesol and complete disarmame nt under effective international 
control; 

O(c) Developing on an equitable basic the limited results obtained in the 
field of diearmamen t in the 1970s in accordance with the Drovisiono of ttie Final 
Document; 

'(d) Strengthening international peace and security in accordance with the 
Charter of the United Nations; 

'(8) Making available a substantial Dart of the reuources released by 
disarmament meaaurea to promote the attainment of the objectivee of the Third 
United Nations Devalopaent Decade and, in particular, the economic and social 
development of developing countries, 90 as to accelerate the progress towards 
the new international economic order. 

'8. The disa nnament process and the activities during the Second 
Dirrarmament Decade ahould be in accordance with the fundamental principles 
enshrined in the Final Document and should be carried out in such a balanced and 
equitable msnrxtr an to ensure the right of each State to security through the 
adoption of appropriate measur6s, taking into account the importance of nuclear 
disarmament and conventional disarmament, the special responsibility of the 
States with the largeat tilitery arsenals, the specific requirementa of regional 
situation8 and the necesoity for adequate measures of verification. At each 
atage. the objective should be undiminished security at the lowest possible 
level of armaments and military forces. 

u See sect. V, resolution 35/56, ennex. 
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‘9. Pxogxeso in disaxmarmn t should be accomvanied by the rtrengthening of 
the peacemaking and peace-keeping Zuxictions of the United Nations in accordance 
with the Charter. 

'III. ACTIVITIES 

‘A. @neral 

'10. The decade of the 1980s should witneos renewed intensification by all 

Goverrusents and the United Nations of their efforts to reach agreement and to 
im@lement effective measuxes that will lead to discernible progress towards the 
goal of general and cwlete disaxmaman t under effective intexnational control. 
In this connection, special attention should be focused on certain identifiable 
elements in the Programe of Action as adopted LY the General Assembly at its 
tenth special session which should, as a minimu. be accomplished during the 
Second Dis axmamant Decade both through negotiations in the multilateral 
negotiating foxum, the Cossuittee on Dir& rmament, and in other appropriate 
forums. Adequate methods and procedures of vexific&ion should be considered in 
the context of international disarmament negotiations. 

'B. Comnrehenoive nroaraimne of disarmament 

'11. having been recognised as an important element in an international 
disarmament strategy, the comDxehensive programme fox diaaxmame nt should be 
elaborated with the utmost urgency. The Coranittee on Disax.mment should 
expedite its work on the elaboration of the programme with a view to its 
adoption no latex than at the second special session of the General Assembly 
devoted to disa xsament. scheduled for 1982. 

'C. Priorities 

'12. The accomyiishment of those specific measures of disarmament which 
have been identified in the Final Document as worthy of priority negotiations by 
the multilateral negotiating organ would crente a very favouxable international 
climate fox the second special session of the General Assembly devoted to 
disarmament. All efforts should be exerted, therefore, by the Committee on 
Disansament urgently to negotiate with u view to reaching agreement, and to 
submit agreed texts where possible before the second special session devoted to 
disaxmament on: 

'(a) A comprehensive nuclear-test-ban treaty; 

'(b) A treaty on the prohibition of the development, production and 
stockpiling of all chemical weapons and their destruction; 

*fc) A treaty on the prohibition of the development, production and use of 
radiological weapons; 

/ . . . 
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"(d) Effective international arrangements to assure non-nuclear-weapon 
States against the use or thrmat of UIC of nuclear weapona, taking into account 
all proposals and suggestions that have been made in this regard. 

'13. The aame priority should b given to th.u: following measures which are 
dealt with outoide the Committee on Ditlarmamont: 

"(a) Rattfication of the Treaty on the Li.titation of Strategic Offensive 
Arum (SALT II) and comnencement of negotiations for a SALT III agreement; 

‘lb) Ratification of Additional Protocol I of the Treaty for the 
Prohibition of Nuclear Weapons in Latin America (Treaty cc Tlatelolco); &/ 

'(cl Signature and ratification of the agreement negotiated by the United 
Nations Conference on Prohibitiona or Restrictiono of Use of Certain 
Conventional Weapons Which Xay Be Deemed to Be Excessively Injurious or to Have 
Indiscriminate Effects; 

O(d) Achievement of an agreement on mutuel reduction of armed forces and 
armaments and associated measures in central Europe; 

'(e) Negotiations on effective confidence-building measures and disarmament 
meaeures in Europe among the States participating in the Conference on Security 
and Cooperation in Europe, taking into account initiatives and proposals to this 
effect: 

"(f) Achievement of a more stable situation in Europe at a lower level of 
military potentiai on the basis of approximate egxality and parity by agreement 
on appropriate mutual reduction and limitation of armame nts and armed forces in 
accordance with paragraph 82 of the Final Document, which would contribute to 
the strengthening of security in Europe and constitute a significant step 
towards enhancing international peace and security. 

"14. Other priority meanure5 that should be pursued as rapidly as possible 
during the Second Dioammme nt Decade include: 

'(a) Significant progress towards the achievement of nuclear disarmament, 
which will require urgent negotiation of agreements at appropriate stages and 
with adequate measurea of verification satisfactory to tha States concerned for: 

'(i) Cessation of the qualitative improvement and devtilopment of nuclear- 
weapon syotenv3; 

'(ii) Cessation of the production of all types of nuclear weapons and their 
means of delivery, and of the production of fissionable material for 
weapon5 purpoaee; 

'(iii) A comprehensive, phased programme with agreed time-frames, whenever 
feasible, for progressive and balanced xeduction of stockpiles of 

Ii/ United IJations, Treaty Sc!rj.en, vol. 634. No. 9068, p. 326. 

I . . . 
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nu.:leur weaponn and their means of delivery, leading to their ultimate 
an.1 ;lumplets elimination at the earliest poosible time; 

'(b) Prevention of the emergence of new types of weapons of mass 
destruction and new syatms of such weapons; 

'(c) Further strategic arma limitation negotiations betwsen the two 
parties, leading to agreed significant reductions of, and qualitative 
limitations on, strategic arms. These should constitute an important step in 
the direction of nuclear disarmament and, ultimately, of the establishment of a 
world free of such weapons; 

'(d) Further steps to develop an international consensus to prevent the 
proliferation of nuclear weapons in accordance with the provisions of 
paragraphs 65 to 71 of the Final Document; 

"(e) Strengthening of the existing nuclear-weapon-free zone and the 
eotablishment of other nuclear-weapon-free zones in accordance with the relevant 
paragraphs of the Final Document; 

'(f) Establishment of zones of peace in accordance with the relevant 
provisions of the Final Document; 

'(0) Meauures to secure the avoidance of the use of nuclear weapons, the 
prevention of nuclear war and related objectives, where possible through 
international agreement, bearing in mind various proposals designed to secure 
these objectives and in accordance with paragraphs 57 and 58 of the Pinal 
Document, and thereby to ensure that the survival of mankind is not endangered; 

'(h) Further steps to prohibit military or any other hostile use of 
environmental modification techniques; 

'(i) Multilateral regional and bilateral measures l)n the limitation and 
reduction of conventional weapons and armed forces, in accordance with the 
relevant provisions of the Final Document; 

.(j) Deduction of military expenditurrs; 

'(k) Confidence-building measures, taking into account the particular 
conditions and requirements of different regions, with a view to strengthening 
the security of States. 

"0. Disarmament and development 

'15. peace and development are indivisible. During the Second Disarmament 
Decade, utmost efforts should be made towards the implementation of the specific 
measures whereby disarmame nt will contribute effectivel.y to economic and social 
development and thus facilitate the full and early realisation of the new 
international economic order. To this end, renewed efforts should be made to 
reach agreement on the reduction of military expenditures and the reallocation 
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of resources from military purposes to economic and social development 
especially for the benefit of developing countries. 

"16. Efforts should also be made to strengthen international cooperation 
for the promotion of the transfer and utilisation of nuclear technology for 
economic and social development, especially in the developing countries, taking 
into account the.provisione of all relevant paragraphs of the Final Document, in 
particular to ensure the success of the United Nations Conference for the 
Promotion of International Cooperation in the Peaceful Uses of Nuclear Energy, 
to be convened in principle by 1983, as decided upon in General Assembly 
resolution 34/63 of 29 November 1979, as well as other promotional activities in 
this field in the United Nations system, including those within the framework of 
the International Atomic Energy Agency. 

.E. Disarmament and international security 

"17. An essential condition for progress in the field of disarmament is the 
preservation and strengthening of international peace and security and the 
promotion of confidence among States. Nuclear weapons pose the greatest danger 
to mankind and to the survival of civilization. It is essential to halt and 
reverse the nuclear-arms race in all its aspects in order to avert the danger of 
war involving nuclear weapons. The ultimate goal in this context is the 
complete elimination of nuclear weapons. Significant progress in nuclear 
disarmament would be facilitated both by parallel political and international 
legal measures to strengthen the security of States and by progress in the 
limitatio.? and reduction of armed forces and conventional armaments of the 
nuclear-weapon States and other States in the regions concerned. 

'113. All States Members of the United Nations have, in the Final Document, 
reaffirmed their full cosunitment to the purposes of the Charter of the United 
Nations and their obligation strictly to observe its principles as well as other 
relevant and generally accepted principles of international law relating to the 
maintenance of international peace and security. Disarmament, relaxation of 
international tension, respect for the right to self-determination and national 
independence, sovereignty and territorial integrity of States, the peaceful 
settlement of disputes in accordance with the Charter and the strengthening of 
international peace and security are directly related to each other. Progress 
in any of these spheres has a benefisial effect on all of them; in turn, failure 
in one sphere has negative effects on others. In the decade of the 1980s. all 
Governments, in particular the most advanced military Powers, should therefore 
take such step5 as will contribute to the widening of trust among nations of the 
world as well as in the various regions. This implies a commitment on the part 
of all States to avoid actions likely to increase tension or create new areas of 
threats to international peace and security and. in their relationship with 
other countries, strictly to respect the sovereignty and territorial integrity 
of States, and the right of peoples under colonial or foreign domination to 
self-determination and national independence. 

/ . . . 
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l F. Public awaranass 

"19. As stated in paragraph 15 of the Final Document, it is essential that 
not only Governments but also the peoples of the world recognize and understand 
the dangers in the present world armamants situation, so that world public 
opinion will be mobilized on behalf of peace and disarmament. This will he of 
great importance to the strengthening of international peace and security, the 
just and peaceful resolution of disputes and conflicts and effective 
disarmament. 

'20. In the course of th8 decade of the 1990s, therefore, governmental and 
non-gove mmental information organs of Member States and those of tha United 
Nations and the specialized agencies, as wall as non-governmental organizations, 
should, as appropriate, undertake further programmes of information relating to 
the dauger of the a rmaments race as well as to disarmament efforts and 
negotiations and their results, particularly by means of annual activities 
conducted in connection with Disarmament Week. These actions should constitute 
a large-scale programroe further to alert world opinion to the danger of war in 
general and of nuclear war in particular. In keeping with its central role and 
primary responsibility in the sphere of disarmamant, the United Nations, in 
particular its Centre for Disarmament, should intensify and coordinate its 
progranzne of publications, audio-visual materials, cooperation with 
non-gove mmental organizations and relations with the media. Among its 
activities, the United Nations should also, in the course of the Second 
Disarmament Dacada, sponsor seminars in the different regions of the world at 
which issues relating to world disarmament, in general, and to the particular 
region. especially, will be extensively discussed. 

‘0. Studies 

'21. As part of the process of facilitating the consideration of issues in 
the field of disarmament, studies on specific questions should be undertaken on 
the decision of the General Assembly, when necessary for preparing the ground 
for negotiations or reaching agreement. Also, studies pursued under the 
auspices of the United Nations, in particular by the United Nations Institute 
for Disarmament Research established by Assembly resolution 34/83 M of 
11 December 1979 within the framework of the United Nations Institute for 
Training and Research, could bring a usaful contribution to the knowledge and 
exploration of disa mament problems, especially in the long term. 

'II. Implementation, review and anpraisal 

'22. In the accomplishment of the activities earmarked for the Second 
Disarmament Decade, all governments, particularly the most advanced military 
Powers, should make an effective contribution. The United Nations should 
continue to play a central role. The Comittee on Disarmamant should fully 
discharge its responsibility as the single multilateral disarmament negotiating 
body. The general Assembly should, at its annual sessions and, in particular, 
at its second special session devoted to disarmamant to be held in 1982, make an 
effective contribution to the pursuit of the goals of disarmament. 
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'23. It is pertinent also to recall that paragraphs 121 and 122 of the 
Final nocument sth5id: 

'(a) That bilateral and regional disa rrcament negotiations may also play an 
invortant rols and could facilitate the negotiation of multilateral agreements 
in the field of disarmament; 

l (b) Phct at the earliest appropriate time. a world disarmament conference 
should be c~&vened with universal participation and with adequate preparation. 

‘24. in order to ensure a coordinated approach and to conlsider the 
inppleiivuatation of the Daclaration of the 1980s as the Second Disa rmamant Decade, 
thin question should ba included in the agenda of the uecond special session of 
the General Assembly devoted to disarmament, envisaged for 1982. 

'25. In addition, the General Assembly will undertake at its fortieth 
seuoion, in 1985, a review and agpraioal, through the Diearmama nt Cotiosion, of 
progress in the implementation of the measures identified in the Druaent 
Declaration.' 

C. Recommendations on agenda item 4 (a), "Consideration of 
varioue aspects of the arms race, narticularlv the 
nuclear arms race and nuclear diearmament, in order to 
exnedite neaotiations aimed at effective elimination 
of the dnnaer of nuclear war., and lb), 'Coneideration 
of the agenda items contained in section II of 
resolution 33171 H. with the aim of elaborating, within 
the framework and in accordance with the nriorities 
gstablished at the tenth enecial session. a general 
aDDroach to neuotiations on nuclear and conventional 
~iearanament** 

'1. Pursuant to the mandate of the General Aeeembly in its resolution 34/93 Ii, 
the Comiosion considered various aspects of the arms race, particularly the 
nuclear arma race and nuclear disarmament, in order to expedite negotiations 
aimad at effective elimination of the danger of nuclear war. 

l 2. The Commiosion noted with grave concern that, despite the consensus reached 
at tire tenth special session of the General Assembly, devoted to disarmament, in 
favour of taking urgent steps to atop and reverse the arms race, the oituation 
today ie that the arma race among the Great Powers, particularly the nuclear- 
arms race, has further escalated and there are graver prospects of even further 
intensification of the armm race. International peace and security are 
*kwrrC-rrl b.4, e-L&r ..-a P." Ckrrlt rrf .,-a nf fnr0.r r"rinrt arrr.oroinntw "a----..m.-- -a --.- SW- -- ys---- -- --- -.. - -- -- - =------ - nrCCMI1 -------="--~, 

independence and territorial integrity of States, 
---il----- 

military intervention and 
occupation, hegemoniem, interference in the internal affairs of States, the 
denial of the right of self-determination of peoples and nations under colonial 

* See Official Records of the General Assembly, Thirty-ffifth See&on, 
mlement No. 42 (A/35/42), para. 20. 
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and alien domination, and by the further oacalation of the arms race and efforts 
to achieve military superiority. It is clear that if the emerging trend 
continuer and meaningful efforts are not made to check and reverse thie trend, 
international tensions will be further exacerbated and the danger of war will be 
greater than foreseen at the time of the special session on disarmament. In this 
connection, it is pertinent to recall that the Final Document of the special 
oeseion emphasized that, on the one hand, the arms race in all its aspects runs 
counter to efforte to achieve further relaxation of international tension to 
establish a viable eyetem of international peace and security and, on the other, 
that peace and security must be barred on strict respect for the principles of 
the Charter of the United Nations. 

‘3. The Conmission recalled that in the Final Document of the tenth special 
oeoaion of the General Assembly, it was declared that 'enduring international 
peace and eecurity cannot be built on the accumulation of weaponry by military 
alliances nor be suetained by a precarious balance of deterrence or doctrines: of 
strategic superiority* end that 'genuine and lasting peace can only be created 
through the effective i~lementation of the security system provided for in the 
Charter of the United Nations and the speedy and substantial reduction of arms 
and armed forces’. e/ 

'4. The Commission noted with profound regret that there had been a marked lack 
of progress in the implementation of the Programme of Action agreed upon at the 
special session and that even the talks on a few limited arms control and 
limitation measure8 had either been suspended or were proceeding very slowly. 
In this situation, the responsibility of the United Nations to promote the goals 
of disa rmament is greatly increased. The Commission, therefore, recommends to 
the general Asse&ly that it call upon all States to undertake measures for the 
implementation of the Progremine of Action enumerated in the Final Document, 
including efforts to facilitate the resumption and continuation of the talks 
that have been interrupted and, more specifically, the meaeures to be agreed 
upon in connection with the Second Disarmament Decade. 

'5. The Coaunisoion is firmly convinced that there can be no progress in 
disanuement and in the maintenance of international peace and security unless 
States adhere closely to the purposes and principles of the Charter of the 
United Nations as well as other relevant and generally accepted principles of 
international law relating to the maintenance of international peace and 
security, especially those regarding the respect for the sovereignty, 
territorial integrity end politica? independence of States, refraining from the 
use or threat of use of force agacnst the sovereignty, territorial integrity or 
political independence of any State, or against peoples under colonial or 
foreign domination seeking to exercise their right to self-determination and to 
achieve independence, non-recognition of territorial acquisition by the use or 
•~s-P-* ef a~ae of force an well as situations or special advantages resulting -*- --- 
from the use or threat of use of force contrary to the Charter, non-intervention 
and non-interference in the internal affairs of other States, effective 

21 General Assembly resolution S/10-2, para. 13. 
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collective international security through the United Nations, and the just and 
peaceful resolution of conflicts and disputes. The Disa rmament Commission bear8 
in mind the inherent right of States to individual and collective self-defence 
in accordance with the Chartx and the right to self-determination of peoples 
under colonial and alien domination. The Commission underlines the fundamental 
importance for the achievrrment of the goals of disarmament of the withdrawal of 
foreign forces of occupation, especially from regions of crises and tension. In 
this connection, the view was expressed that the elimination of foreign military 
bases is of fundamental importance for the achievement of the goals of 
disarmament. At the same time the view was expressed that the presence of 
foreign military bases is fully justified under the provisions of Article 51 of 
the Charter. , 

'6. Pursuant to the mandate contained in paragraph 2 of General Assembly 
resolution 34183 E, the Cormniseion also considered aspects of the arms race with 
the aim of elaborating, within the framework and in accordance with the 
priorities established at the tenth special session, a general approach to 
negotiations on nuclear and conventional disarmament. 

'7. The Conmission recalled that the General Assembly at its special session 
had declared that, among all disarmame nt measures, effective measures of nuclear 
disarmament and the prevention of nuclear war had the highest priority and that 
all the nuclear-weapon States, in particular those among them which possessed 
the most important nuclear arsenals, bore a special responsibility in achieving 
the goals of nuclear disarmament. 

'8. The Cosnnission would recommend that urgent action be taken to prevent the 
further spiralling of the nuclear-arms race. The Commission expressed the view 
that the Coxnittee on Disa rmament should fully discharge its responsibilities in 
the field of nuclear disa rmament and should, therefore, continue its efforts to 
undertake negotiations with a view to the cessation of the nuclear arms race and 
to the achievement of nuclear disa rmament in conformity with its mandate in 
order to achieve the objectives specified in paragraph 50 and other relevant 
paragraphs of the Final Document. 

l 9. The Conrnission noted that, while nuclear disarrnzment had the highest 
priority, the General Assembly had declared in the Final Document that 'together 
with negotiations on nuclear disarmament measures, the limitation and gradual 
reduction of armed forces and conventional weapons should be resolutely pursued 
within the framework of progress towards general and complete 
disarmament*. u/ The Conznission also noted that in the conventional field, 
as in the nuclear field, the major responsibility rested on those States with 
the largest military arsenals and that progress in conventional disarmament by 
these States would constitute a significant step in strengthening peace and 
security in the world. 

'IO. While reiterating the relevant provisions in the Final Document for the 
need to resolutely pursue agreements or other measures on a bilateral, regional 
and multilateral basis with the aim of strengthening peace and security at lower 

l& Ibid., para. 81. 
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levels of military potential by the limitation and reduction of armed forces and 
conventional weapons, the Commission aho stressed that, in keeping with the 
provisions of the Final Document, the adoption of conventional disarmament 
measures should take place in en equitable and balanced manner taking into 
account the right of each State to protect ite securit2 and to defend its 
independence and territorial integrity, as well as the inalienable right to 
self-determination and independence of peoples under colonial or foreign 
domination. 

'11. The Commission considered a proposal for a study on all aspects of the 
conventional arms race and on disa rmamnt relating to conventional weapons and 
armed forces. In the light of its discussions the Commission noted the wide 
supl;ort in favour of recozmuending to the General Assembly at its thirty-fifth 
session that it approve, in principle, the proposal for the study on disarmament 
relating to conventional weapons and armad forces to be undertaken after the 
general approach of the study, its structure and scope had been fully discussed 
and agreed upon. At the same time, the Commission noted that strong objections 
or reservations were made from various guarters to such a study on several 
grounds.' 

D. Guidelines for the utudv on conventional disarmament* 

'1. The Ganeral Assembly, at its thirty-fifth session, adopted resolution 
351156 A of 12 December 1980, in which it approved in principle the carrying out 
of a study on all aspects of the conventional arms race and on disarmament 
relating to conventional weapons and armed forces, to be undertaken by the 
Secretary-General with the assistance of a group of gualified experts appointed 
by him on a balanced geographical basis. The General Assembly also agreed that 
the Disa rmament Commission should work out the general approach to the study, 
its structure and scope, and requested the Disarmament Cosuaission to convey to 
the Secretary-General the conclusion of its deliberations which should 
constitute the guidelines for the study. 

'2. At its thirty-sixth session, the General Assembly adopted resolution 
36/97 A of 9 December 1981, in which, inter alia, it requested the Disarumment 
Commission at its substantive session in 1982 to complete its consideration of 
the general approach to the study, its structure and scope and to transmit the 
conclusions of its deliberations to the group of experts. 

'3. In fulfilment of this task, the Disarmament Commission has agreed that the 
following text should constitute the guidelines for this study. 

'4. The general approach of the study should take full account of the following 
provisions and principles: 

"(a) The causes of the arms race in conventionai weapons are of 
fundamental significance; 

* Official Records of the General Assen-blv, Twelfth Snecial Session, 
L&qlement No 3 (A/S-12/3), annex III. - 
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'(b) The provisions of the Final Docusmnt of the Tt&th Special Session of 
the General Assersbly devoted to dioamt are of gr:mzwy important,), 
particularly those related to principles, priorities and prograse in 
conventional disarmasmnt; 

'(c) bmong genuine measuraxa of diuarmamen t, effective meaoureo of nucl%+ar 
disanuament and the prevention of nuclear war have the highest priority. To 
this end, it is imperative to remove the threat of nuclear weaponn, to halt and 
reverse the nuclear arms race until the total elimination of nuclear weapons an3 
their delivery syotems has been achieved and to prevent the proliferation of 
nuclear waap3ns; 

"(d) Together with negotiations on nuclear dis anuaent nu3asurex3, the 
limitation and grudual reduction of armed forces and conventional weapons should 
be reoolutely pursued within the framework of progress towards general and 
complete disarsmt. States with the largest military arsenals have a special 
responsibility in pursuing the process of convenr~onal armamo nte reductions. 
Other militarily significant States are also import,uti: in the context of 
achieving conventional disarmament. The contributions of all States in this 
regard are invaluable in lessening world tensions: 

'(e) Consideration of the question of the limitation and reduction of 
conventioAa1 weapons should take into account the need of all States to protect 
their security as well as the inalienable right to self-determination and 
independence of peoples under colonial or foreign domination. The adoption of 
disarmament measures should take place in such M equitable and balanced manner 
as to ensure the right of each State to security so that no individual State or 
group of States should obtain advantage over othere at any stage; 

'(f) Negotiations on the reduction of armed forces and of conventional 
armaments should have at each stage the objective of undiminiohed security at 
the lowest possible level of armaments and military forces; 

l (g) The study should analyse the global dimension of the arms race in the 
conventional field and take due account of its regional aspects; 

'(h) The study should promote conventional disarmamen t within the context 
of general and complete disarmame nt in seeking appropriate way8 and mean8 
conducive not only to intensifying ongoing, but also initiating new negotiations 
that would produce concrete results in the field of conventional disarmament. 
The study should also draw attention the growing dangers of the arms race in the 
field of conventional armaments; 

"(i) Agreements on reductions of armaments and armed forces should include 
appropriate provieions for verification; 

" Cj) The group of experts should be guided by the principle of consensus 
in its reporting, with sufficient flexibility to allow the reflection of 
differing viewpoints. 

l 5. The scope and structure of the study should contain ths following 
conceptual. and/or practical elements: 

/ . . * 
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‘ta) Tkw identification of the nature of the conventional arms rare within 
the corrt,mt of the global arms race, and its principal underlying causes; 

'(b) A factual account of all ampects of the conventional arum race on the 
bania of available data, particularly the size of conventLorti1 aruenals, local 
production, the capabilities and effects of present weapon systems and their 
ralationahip with other categories of weapons; 

l (c) The international transfer of conventional weapons, including 
regional aspects and military alliancesr 

'(d) The iwet of the accumulation of conventional a rmaments in the 
regiona which constitute major areas of continuing tenzion and crisis in the 
world, and in regions with large concentrations of conventional weapons and 
armed forces; 

'(e) The use or threat of use of conventional arms against the 
sovereignty, territorial integrity, political independence of any State and for 
intervention and interference in the internal affairs of States; 

l (f) The impact of tecbn 1 o ogical advances and research and development 
upon the conventional weapons arsenals of States, and upon the arms race in the 
fields of conventional and other categories of weapons; 

'(g) A description of the relevant social, economic and political effects 
of the conventional arms race and its conseguencee for the international 
eituation, taking into account the need for and the beneficial effects of 
disarmament maamuree in this field; 

'(h) The contribution of confidence-building measures to further progress 

in conventional disarmament. 

l 6. In addition to other sources, it is recommended that the group of experts 
should make full use of the studies by the Secretary-General already completed 
or in preparation, and should take into account four working papers submitted to 
the Disa rmament Coxauiosion (AKN.10127, 28, 33 and 34). 

‘7. In their findings, the members of the expert group should include their 
aooesaments of the effects of the conventional arms race on the prospects for 
disarmament. Following the guidelines set out above, they should also identify 
areas in which measures to curb the conventional arms race and to achieve 
conventional disarmament ought to be pursued and make reconnnendations 
accordingly." 
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E. Review of the Declaration of the 1980s as u 
Second Disarmament Decada* 

'1. At its thirty-fifth session the General Aooembly, by its resolution 39/46 
of 3 December 1980, unanimously adopted the Declaration of the 1980s as the 
Second Disar mament Decade, which is set forth in the annex to that resolution. 

'2. Paragraph 25 of the Declaration stated that the General Assembly would 
undertake, at its fortieth session, in 1985, a review and appraisal, through the 
Disarmament Coma\fssion, of progress in the implementation of the measures 
identified in the Declaration. Accordingly, at ito thirty-ninth @emion, the 
General Assembly, by resolution 39?148 Q, decided to undertake such a review and 
appraisal and requested the Disa nnament commission at its semion in 1985 to 
make a preliminary a~:sessment of the inqlementation of the Declaration, as well 
as suggestions to enoure progress, and to submit a report to the general 
~ssambly at its fortieth sesoion. 

'3. Paragraph 7 of the Declaration set out the following as the goals of the 
Decade: 

'(a) Halting and reversing the arms race, particularly the nuclear-arms 
race i 

'(b) Concluding and implementing effective agreements on disarmament, 
particularly nuclear dioa nuament, which will contribute significantly to the 
achievement of general and complete disa rnmment under effective international 
control; 

'(c) Developing on an equitable basis the limited results obtdined in the 
field of disa rmament in the 1970s in accordance with the provisions of the Final 
Document; 

'(d) Strengthening international peace and security in accordance with the 
Charter of the United Nations; 

'(e) Raking available a sustainable Dart of the remources released by 
disarmament measures to promote the attainment of the objectives of the Third 
United Nations Develop&u& Decade and, in particular, the economic and social 
development of developing countries, so as to accelerate the progress towards 
the new international economic order. 

'4. Paragraph 8 of the Declaration stated that the disarmament Drocess and the 
activities during the Second Disarmament Decade should be in accordance with the 
fundamental principles enshrined in the Final Document of the Tenth Special 
Session of the General Assembly (resolution S-10/2) and should be carried out in 
such a nalancea anti quitabLe manner as to ensure tne right of each State to 
security through the adoption of appropriate measures, taking into account the 
importance of nuclear disarmament and conventional disarmament, the special. 

It Official Records of the General Assembly, Fortieth Session, 
SuDwlement No. 42 (A/40/42), annex VII. 
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responoibility of the Stateu with the large& military artaenals, the specific 
raquiramants of regional situatione and the necesoity for adequate measures of 
verification. At each otage, the objective should ba undiminished security at 
tha lowest possible level of a rnmmnte and military forces. 

'5. Paragraph@ 12, 13 and 14 laid out the areas deserving priority treatment as 
follows: 

'12. . . . All efforts should be exerted, therefore, by the Committee on 
Dioarmament urgently to negotiate with a view to reaching agreement, and to 
submit agreed texts where poseible before the second special session 
devoted to disarmament on: 

'(a) A compreheneive nuclear-test-ban treaty; 

'(b) A treaty on the prohibition of the development, production and 
stockpiling of all chemical weapons and their destruction; 

'(c) A treaty on the prohibiting of the development, production and 
use of radiological weapons; 

'(d) Effective international arrangements to assure non-nuclear- 
weapon Statea against the ufe or threat of use of nuclear weaponrl, taking 
into account all proposals and suggestions that have been made in this 
regard. 

'13. The oame priority should be given to the following measures which are 
dealt with outside the Committee on Disarmament: 

*(a) Ratification of the Treaty on the Limitation of Str-tegic 
Offensive Arma (SALT II) and commencement of negotiations for a SALT III 
agreement ; 

*(b) Ratification of Additional Protocol I of the Treaty for the 
Prohibition of Nuclear Weapons in Latin Americcb (Treaty of Tlatelolco); 

'(e) Signature and ratification of the agreement negotiated by the 
United Nation8 conference on Prohibitions or Restrictions of Uoe of Certain 
Conventional Weapons Which Way Be Deemed to Be Excessively Injurious or to 
have Indiecriminate Effects; 

*(d) Achievement of an agreement on mutual reduction of armed forces 
and armaments and associated measures in central Europe; 

# Lel Negotiations on effective confidence-building measures and 
disarmament measures in &rope among the States participating in the 
Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe, taking into account 
initiatives and proposals to this effect; 

'(f) Achievement of 8 more stable situation in Europe at a lower 
level of military potential on the basis of approximate equality and parity 
by agreement on appropriate mutual reduction and limitation of armaments 
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and armed forcea in accordance with paragraph 82 of the Final Document, 
vhieh would contribute to the 8trengthenir.g of security in Europe and 
constitute a eignificant atop toward8 enhancing international peace and 
recurity. 

'14. Othu priority ateaauram that ohould be pursued as rapidly a8 possible 
during the Sacond Di8armamen t Decade include: 

'(a) Significant progross towards the achievesmnt of nuclear 
dirarmsamnt, which vi11 require urgent negotiation of agroemontn at 
appropriate stages and witr udocpate measure8 of verification satisfactory 
to the State8 concerned for: 

'(i) 

' (ii) 

*(iii) 

'lb) 

*(cl 

' (d) 

' (e) 

'(f) 

' (0) 

Ca8sation of the qualitative iarprovamnt and development of 
nucleusweapons ay8tema; 

Ce8sation of the production of all types of nuclear weapons and 
their means of delivery, and of the production of fissionable 
material for itmapons pwpo8w; 

A comprehensive, phased progranava with agreed time-frames, 
whenever feasible, for progreosiva and balanced reduction of 
stockpiles of nuclear weapona and their HOME of delivery, 
leading to their ultimate and ctxq?lote eLim.ination at the 
earliest po8oible time; 

Provontion of the emergence of new types of weapons of ma80 
dontruction and new oyutems of such weapons: 

Further strategic arm8 limitation negotiations between the two 
parties, leading to agreed 8ignificant reduction8 of, and 
qualitative limitation8 on, otratagic arm. There 8hould 
con8titute an important utep in the direction of nuclear 
dirarmaatent and, ultimately, of the establishment of a world 
freo of such weapons; 

Further l top8 to develop an international con8ensua to prevent 
the proliferation of nuclear weapons in accordance with the 
provisions of paragraphs 65 to 71 of the Final Document; 

m 

Strengthening of the existing nuclear-weapon-free zone and the 
l 8tablishment of other nuclear-weapon-free zones in accordance 
with the relevant Daragraphs of the Final Document; 

Establishment of aonea of peace in accordance with the relevant 
provisiono of the Final Document; 

Meaoureo to secure the avoidance of the use of nuclear veaDons, 
the prevention of nuclear war and related objectiveo, where 
po8sible through international agreement, bearing in mind 
.ariouo proposal8 designed to eecure these objectives and in 

accordance with peragraphs 57 and 58 of the Final Document, and 
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’ (h) 

’ (i) 

’ Cj) 

‘(k) 

thereby to ensure that the survival of mankind ie not 
endangered; 

Further steps to prohibit military or any other hostile use of 
environmental modification techniques; 

Multilateral regional and bilateral measures on the limitation 
and reduction of conventional weaDonrr and armed forces, in 
accordance with the relevaht provisions of the Final Document; 

Reduction of military expenditutoi; 

Confideme-building measures, taking into account the 
particular conditions and reguiremants of different regions, 
with a view to strengthoning the security of States.' 

l 6. Though the mid-point of the Decnde has been reached, its goals are far from 
being achieved. It is a matter of rcret that, in spite of the efforts of many 
States, no substantial progress has been made even on itame of highest priority. 
The threat to the survival of mankind is no less today than it wao at the 
beginning of the Decade. 

'7. An encouraging development is the initiation of bilateral negotiations 
between the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics and the United States of America 
in accordance with the joint communique issued by the two Governments on 
8 January 1985. Progreso in these talks should have beneficLa1 effects on the 
multilateral dioa rmament Drocess as well as help to reduce international 
tension, thus promoting the global security environment. 

'0. The United Nations should be kept appropriately informed of theme 
negotiationa without prejudice to their progrees. 

"9. The Disa rmament Comaieaion expects that all States Members of the United 
Nations, in particular those possessing the largest military arsenals, will 
resolutely Dursue the objectives set forth in the Declaration and achieve 
concrete results during the remaining five yeare of the Decade. 

'10. The Disa rmament Commission accordingly recomenda to the General AeaemMy 
to call upon all States, particularly the ntxlear-weawn States, to: 

'(a) Reaffirm their commitment to the Dsclaration of the Second 
Disarmament Decade; 

"(b) Reaffirm their commitment to the attainment of the ultimate objective 
of general and complete disarmament under effective international control; 

l (c) Adopt concrete and practical measures for preventing the outbreak of 
war, in particular nuclear war; 

'(d) Take appropriate steps to halt and reverse the nuclear-arm race with 
a view to improving the international climate as well as enhancing the efficacy 
of disarmament negotiations; 
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'(e) Exert greater effort in the imQleutentation of the World Disarmament 
Campaign.' 

1 * * P. guidelines for sobrootiate twer of confxdence-bu%lding 
paeuree and for t& imlementation of such magaurea 
pn a alobal or reg.&al level+ 

'The Commisoion haa elaborated the aubsequont guidelineo for appropriate 
typss of confidence-building measures for the consideration of the Qeneral 
Asrembly at ita forty-first aeaoion, in keeping with resolution 39/63 E. 

'The text of the guideline8 is agrekd on all counts. 

'The Comnisoion wishes to draw particular attention to paragraph 1.2.5 of 
the guideline8 where it in em~haoized treat the accumulation of relevant 
experience with confidence-building meaoures may neceoaitate the further 
development of the text at a later time, should the General Aaoembly 80 decide. 

'In elaborating the gufdelineo, all delegations were aware, notwithstanding 
the high significance and role of confidence-building measures, of the primsry 
imgortance of disarmamen t meamuree and the singular contribution only 
dioarmament can make to the prevention of war, in particular nuclear war. Som0 
delegations would have wished to see the criteria and characterietics of a 
regional approach to confidence-building measures qnalt out in greater detail. 

'1. pxmral considerations 

'1.1 Frame of reference 

'1.1.1 The present guidelines for confidence-building measures have been 
drafted by the Disarmamen t Coxniooion in pur8uance of re8olution 
37/100 D adOQted by COM~~OUS by the General Apoembly, in which the 
Dirarmament Comaiosion was requested 'to consider the elaboration 
of guidelines for appropriate types of confidence.building measures 
and for the imQlementation of such meaeures on a global or regional 
level', and of resolutiono 38/73 A and 39163 E in which it wan 
asked to continue and conclude itm Gork, and was further requested 
to s&tit to the General Aaoembly at its forty-first easnion a 
report containing such guidelines. 

'1.1.2 In elaborating the guidelines the Diearmame nt Commission took into 
account, inter alia, the following United Nations documents: the 
Final Document of the Tenth Special Session o:f the General 
Assembly, the first special session devoted to disarmment 
(resolution S-10/2), the relevant resolutions adopted by consensus 
biy the General hsaclmbly (resolutions 34/87 B, 351156 B, 36157 F, 
37/100 D and 38/73), the replies received from Governments 
informing the Secretary-General of their views and experiences 

* Sea Official Records of the General Assembly, F!.fteenth SQecial 
(A/S-15/3), pars. 41. 
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regarding confidanca-building IwP.SUTAS, u/ tha $omnrAheneive 
a/ try A Group of 

aovarnmantal bcpsrte. the proporralr made by individual countries at 
the twalfth epmcial ereeion of the ganeral Aee~mbly, a/ the 
eocond ep4ciel eoeeion devotad to diea rSWllMt, As WA11 A8 tha ViSwS 
of dAlegatione AS AxDrASeAd during the annual eeeuione of the 
DieAnUAmant Colllmfeeion in 1983, 1984 And 1986 And rafloctad in the 
relevant docummta of th080 sessions. 

‘1.2 ~neral wlit&Al confext 

‘1.2.1 TheAA guidalinee have bA.n AhbOKAted At A time when it is 
uniwsreally felt that efforts to hsightan confidante Among States 
era particularly pertinent And necessary. There is A coxuon 
concern About the deterioration of the international situation, the 
continuous racourse to the threat or use of force And the further 
escalation of the internAtiOnAl arms build-up, with the concomitant 
rise in inatebilitiee, political tensions And in mistruet, And the 
haightanad perception of the danger of war, both conventional and 

nuclear. At the sama time, there is A growing awareness of the 
unacceptability of war in our tima, and of the interdependence of 
the SWxrity Of All States. 

'1.2.2 This situation calls for every effort by the international 
coeeuunity to take urgant action for the prevention of war, in 
particular nuclear war - in the language of the Final Documant of 
the Tenth SD0CiAl Sassion, A threat whose removA is the most acute 
AI& urgent task of the present day - And for concrete measures of 
disAr8ament - to prevent An arms race in space and to terminate it 
on earth, to limit, reduce end eventually eliminate nuclear arms 
end anhance strategic stability - but also for efforts to reduce 
political confrontation And to establish stable end cooperative 
rAlAtionehiDe in all fielda Of intArnAtiOM1 relations. 

'1.2.3 In this context, A confidence-building process embracing all these 
fielde he8 become increasingly important. Confidence-btiilding 
ew3aeure8, especially when applied in a COmQrAhAneivA manner, have A 

potential to contribute significantly to the enhancement of peace 
and security end to PrOSMA And facilitate the attainment of 
diearmamant maasuteu. 

'1.2.4 This potential is at present Already being eorploxed in some regions 
And subregions of the world, where the stAte8 concerned - while 

. e _. 
rmz,ning uumiir'ui 0~ u2G rrriki Zur ~icjiiiii &r;iroir and r'vr rii8armamwG. 

PLBAsures - are joining forces to contribute, by the elaboration And 

&&/ A/34/416 end Add.l-3, A/35/397. 

221 United Nations publication, Sales No. E.82.IX.3. 

u/ See A/s-12/AC.l/Sg. 
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iu@ementation of confidence-building measure@, to more stable 
relationn and greater security, as well ao the elimination of 
outside intervention and enhanced cooperation in their areas. 

The pre8ent guidelines have been drafted with these significant 
experiences in mind, but they also purport to provide further 
support to theme and other endeavoura on the regional and global 
level. They do not, of course, exclude the simultaneous 
application of other security-enhancing measures. 

'1.2.5 These guidalines are part of a dynamic proceov over time. While 
they are designed to contribute to a greater uoefulnesls and wider 
application of confidence-building measures, the accumulation of 
relevant experience may, in turn. necessitate the further 
devalopmont of the guidelines at a later time, should the General 
ABsembly so decide. 

'1.3 Delimitation of the subiect 

'1.3.1 Confidence-building measures and disarmament 

'1.3.1.1 

'1.3.1.2 

'1.3.1.3 

'1.3.1.4 

Confidence-building measures must be neither a substitute nor a 
precondition for disarmamen t measuree nor divert attontion from 
them. Yet their potential for creating favourable conditions for 
progress in this field should be fully utilized in all regions of 
the world, in so far as they may facilitate and do not impair in 
any way the adoption of disarmamen t measures. 

Effective disa rmament and arms limitation measures which directly 
limit or reduce military potential have particularly high 
confidence-building value and, emong these meafaures, thooe 
relating to nuclear disarmament as especially conducive to 
confidence-building. 

The provisions of the Final Document of the Tenth Special Session 
relating to dioarmame nt, particularly nuclear disarmament, also 
have a high confidence-building value. 

Confidence-building measures may be worked out and implemented 
independently in order to contribute to the creation of 
favourable conditions for the adoption of additional disarmament 
meamres , or, no leso important, as collateral measures in 
connection with specific measures of arms limitation and 
diearmament. 

'x.3.2 Scope of confidence-building measurea: milit&y rind non-mj.~.itorv 
measures 

'1.3.2.1 Confidence reflects a set of interrelated factore of a military 
aa well as of a non-military character, and a plurality of 
approaches is needed to wercome fear, appreheneion and mistrust 
between States ana to redlace them by confidence. 
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'1.3.2.2 

'1.3.2.3 

'1.3.2.4 

'1.3.2.5 

Sine* confidence relate8 to a wide spectrum of activities in the 
intaraction among Stntem, a comprehenmive approach im 
indfmpenrablo and confidence-building im necemmary in the 
political, military, economic, mocial, humanitarian and cultural 
fielda. Thor* mhould include removal of political twwionm, 
programs towards dimanwmn t, romhaping of the world economic 
l yntum and the elimination of racial discrimination, of any form 
of hegmmony and dominmtion and of foreign occupatiotl. It im 
bportant that in all theme areas the confidence-building procomm 
mhould contribute to diminimhing mimtrumt and enhancing trust 
among Statam by reducing and eventually elilainating potential 
caumom for nimu.ndortL-knding, miminterpretation and 
mhcalculation. 

Botwithstanding the rived for much a broad confidence-building 
procerm, and in accordance with the muuulmte of the Dimarmament 
Commmimmion, the main focum of the present guidelines for 
confidenca-building meamurem relater, to the military and security 
fiald. and the guideline8 derive their specificity from these 
ampectm. 

In many regionm of the world economic and other phenomena touch 
upon the security of a country with euch immmediacy that they 
cannot be dimammociated from defence and military matters. 
Concrete meamuren of a non-military nature that are directly 
relevant to the national l ecurity and survival of Statem are 
therefore fully within the focus of the guidelineo. In such 
cases military and non-military meamurem are conqplementary and 
reinforce each other's confidmtnce-building value. 

The appropriate mixture of different typem of concrete meamures 
mhould be determined for each region, depending on the perception 
of security end of the nature and levels of existing threatm, by 
the countriem of the regions themmelvee. 

,2. Guidelinem for eppronriate tvnes of confidence-buildinq meamureti and for 
their irnnlemontation 

'2.1 Princht3leo 

'2.1.1 Strict adherence to the Charter of the United Nations and 
fulfilment of the comraitments contained in the Final Document of 
the Tenth Special Semmion of the General Assembly (resolution 
S-10/2), the validity of which had bean unanxmousiy and 
categorically reaffirmed Ly all Member States at the twelfth 
special memmion of the General Assembly, the mecond special seesion 
devoted to dimarnaament, make a contribution of ovexriding 
iwortancs for the preservation of peace and for ensuring the 
survival of mankind and the raalization of general and complete 
dim&-t under effective international controt. 
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‘2.1.2 In particular, and aa u prerequisite for enhancing confidence among 
States, the following principles enshrined in the Charter of the 
United Nation8 muot be strictly observed: 

'(a) Refraining from the threat or use of force against the 
territorial integrity or political independence of any State; 

'(b) Non-intervention and non-interference in the internal affairs 
of States; 

'(c) Peaceful settlement of disputes: 

'(d) Sovereign eguality of States and aelf-determination of 
peog ea. 

'2.1.3 The strict observance of the principles and priorities of the Final 
Document of the Tenth Special Session is of particular importance 
for enhancing confidence among States. 

'2.2 gbiectives 

l 2.2.1 

l 2.2.2 

‘2.2.3 

“2.2.4 

“2.2.5 

‘2.2.6 

The ultimate goal of confidence-building msasures is to strengthen 
international peace and security and to contribute to the 
prevention of all wars, in particular nuclear war. 

Confidence-building measures are to contribute to the creation of 
favourable conditions for the peaceful settlement of existing 
international problems and disputes and for the improvement and 
promotion of international relation8 based on justice, cooperation 
and oolidsrity; and to facilitate the solution of any situation 
which might lead to international friction. 

A major goal of confidence-building measures is the realisation of 
universally recognized principles, particularly those contained in 
the Charter of the United Nations. 

By helping to create a climate in which the momentum towards a 
competitive arms build-up can be reduced and in which the 
importance of the military element is gradually diminished, 
confidence-building measures should in particular facilitate and 
promote the process of arms limitation and disarmament. 

A major objective is to reduce or even eliminate the causes of 
mistrust, fear, misunderstanding and miscalculation with regard to 
relevant military activities and intentions of other States, 
EacCors wnic‘n may generate the perception of an impaired security 
and provide justification for the continuation of the global and 
regional arms build-up. 

A centrally important task of confidence-building measures is to 
reduce the dangers of misunderstanding or miscalculation of 
military activities, to help to prevent military confrontation as 
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well as covert preparations for the connnencement of a war, to 
raduce the risk of surprise attacks and of the outbreak of war by 
accident; and thereby, finally, to give effect and concrete 
expre8sion to the solemn pledge of all nations to refrain from the 
threat or use of force in all ite forms and to enhance security and 
stability. 

'2.2.7 Given the enhanced awareness of the importance of compliance, 
confidence-building measures may serve the additional objective of 
facilitating verification of arms limitation and disarmament 
agreements. 

In addition, s+r:ict compliance with obligations and commitments in 
the field of disa rmament and cooperation in the elaboration and 
-1ementation of adequate measures to ensure the verification of 
such compliance - satisfactory to all parties concerned and 
determined by the purposes, scope and nature of the relevant 
agreement - have a considerable confidence-building effect of their 
OWll. 

Confidence-building measures cannot, however, supersede 
verification meamres, which are an important element in arms 
limitation and disa rmament agreements. 

'2.3 Characteristics 

'2.3.1 

'2.3.2 

"2.3.3 

'2.3.4 

Confidence in international relations is based on the belief in the 
cooperative disposition of other States. Confidence will increase 
to the extent that the conduct of States, over time, indicates 
their willingness to practise non-aggressive and cooperative 
behaviour. 

Confidence-building requires a consensus of the States 
participating in the process. States must therefore decide freely 
and in the exercise of their sovereignty whether a 
confidence-building process is to be initiated and, if so, which 
meauures are to be taken and how the process is to be pursued. 

Confidence-building is a step-by-step process of taking all 
concrete and effective measures which express political commitments 
and are of military significance and which are designed to make 
progress in strengthening confidence and security to lessen tension 
and assist in arms limitation and disarmament. At each stage of 
this procerss States LUXZ~. be able to measure and assess the results 
achieved. Verification ,>f compliance with agreed provisions should 
be a continuing process. 

Political commitments taken together with concrete measures giving 
expression and effect to those commitments are important 
instruments for confidence-building. 
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l 2.3.5 

'2.3.6 

"2.3.7 

Exchange or provision of relevant information on armed forces and 
armaments ao well as on pertinent military activities plays an 
important role in the process of arms limitation and disarmament 
and of confidence-building. Such an exchange or provision could 
promote trust among States and reduce the occurrence of dangerous 
misconceptions about the intentions of States. Exchange or 
provision of information in the field of arms limitation, 
disarmament and confidence-building should be appropriately 
verifiable as provided for in respective arrangement;r, agreements 
or treaties. 

A detailed universal model being obviously impractical, 
confidence-building measures munt be tailored to specific 
situations. The effectiveness of a concrete measure will increase 
the more it is adjusted to the specific perceptions of threat or 
the confidence requirements of a given situation or a particular 
region. 

If the circumstances of a particular situation and the principle of 
undiminished security allow, confidence-building measures could, 
within a step-by-step process, where desirable and appropriate, go 
further and (though not & themselves capable of diminishing 
military potentials) limit available military options. 

'2.4 Implementation 

'2.4.1 

l 2.4.2 

'2.4.3 

l 2.4.4 

In order to optimise the implementation of confidence-building 
measures, States taking, or agreeing to, such measures should 
carefully analyse, and identify with the highest possible degree of 
clarity, the factors which favourably or adversely affect 
confidence in a specific situation. 

Since States must be able to examine and assess the implementation 
of, and to ensure compliance with, a confidence-building 
arrangement, it is indispensable that the details of the 
establiehed confidence-building measures should be defined 
precisely and clearly. 

Misconceptions and prejudices, which may have developed over an 
extended period of time, cannot be overcome by a single application 
of confidence-building measures. The seriousness, credibility and 
reliability of a State's commitment to confidence-building, without 
which the confidence-building process cannot be successful, can be 
demonstrated only by consistent implementation over time. 

The %mplementation of COnfidenCe-hkiding measure8 shouici Lake 
place in such a manner as to ensure the right of each State to 
undiminished security, guaranteeing that no individual State or 
group of States obtains advantages over others at any stage of the 
confidence-building process. 
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'2.4.5 The building of confidence is a dynamic process: experience and 
trust gained from the implewntatio;l of early largely voluntary and 
militarily lea0 oignificant mea8ure8 can facilitate agreement on 
further and more far-reaching measures. 

The pace of the iwlementation process both in terms of timing and 
8cope of desirable measures depend8 on prevailing circumstances. 
Confidence-building measures should be as substantial as possible 
end effected a8 rapidly as possible. Whilst in a specific 
situation the implamentation of far-reaching arrangements at an 
early stage might bs attainable, it would normally appear that a 
gradual step-by-step process ie necessary. 

‘2.4.6 Obligations undertaken in agreement8 on confidence-building 
measure8 must be fulfilled in good faith. 

'2.4.7 Confidence-building measures should be implemented on the global as 
well as on regional levels. Regional and global approaches are not 
contradictory but rather complementary and interrelated. In view 
of the interaction between global and regional events, progress on 
one level contribute8 to advancement on the other level; however, 
one is not a pre-condition for the other. 

In considering the introduction of confidence-building measures in 
particular regions, the specific political, military and other 
condition8 prevailing in the region should be fully taken into 
account. Confidence-building measures in a regional context should 
be adopted on the initiative and with the agreement of the State8 
of the region concerned. 

'2.4.8 Confidence-building measures can be adopted in various forms. They 
can be agreed upon with the intention of creating legally binding 
obligations, in which caee they represent international treaty law 
among parties. They can, however, also be agreed upon through 
politically binding coaraitments. Evolution of politically binding 
confidence-building nma8ure8 into obligations under international 
law can also be envisaged. 

‘2.4.9 For the assessment of progress in the implementing action of 
confidence-building measures, States should, to the extent possible 
and where appropriate, provide for procedure8 and mechanisms for 
review and evaluation. Where possible, time-frames could be agreed 
to facilitate this assessment in both quantitative and qualitative 
trxmm . 

"2.5.1 A very important gualitative step in enhancing the credibility and 
reliability of the confidence-building process may consist in 
strengthening the degree of commitment with which the various 
confidence-building measures are to be implemented; this, it should 
be recalled, ie also applicable to the implementation of 
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coumCtment8 undertaken in the field of disarmant. Voluntary and 
unilateral measure8 8hould, as early as approprintti, be developed 
into mutual, balanced and politically binding provisions and, if 
appropriate, Anto legally binding obligations. 

'2.5.2 The nature of a confidence-building measure m;ry gradually be 

enhanced to the extant that its general acceptance as the correct 
pattern of behaviour grow8. As a result, the coneietant and 
unifwm ing>lementation of a politically binding confidence-building 
meamxa ol:er a oub8tantial period of time, together with the 
rUgui8ite mini0 iuris, may lead to the davelogment of an 
obligation under cucrtomary international law. In this way, the 
procaou of confidence-building may gradually contribute to the 
fomtion of new norm8 of international law. 

'2.5.3 Statements of intent and daclarationo, which in themaelveo contain 
no obligation to take specific measures but hs*le the potential to 
contribute favourably to an atmosphere of graatai. mutual trust, 
should be developed further by more concrete agreements on specific 
mtmfsure8. 

'2.5.4 Opportunitieu for the introduction of confidence-building meatiuree 
are manifold. The following compilation of some of the main 
possibilitieo may be of a88istance to States wishing to define what 
might present a suitable opportunity for action. 

"2.5.4.1 

'2.5.4.2 

'2.5.4.3 

'2.5.4.4 

A particular need for confidence-building measures exisrtr at 
tbIIe8 of political ten8ion and Crises, where appropriate measures 
can have a very important stabilizing effect. 

Negotiation8 on arm8 limitation and diea nnament can offer a 
particularly important opportunity to agree on 
confidence-building meaeure8. A8 integral parts of an agreement 

itself or by way of eupplementary agreements, they can have a 
beneficial effect on the partiee' ability to achieve the purposes 
and goals of their particular negotiation8 and agreements by 
creating a climate of cooperation and understanding, by 
facilitating adequate provisions for verification acceptable to 
all the State8 concerned and corraeponding to the nature, scope 
and purpose of the agreement, and by fostering reliable and 
credible implementation. 

A particular opportunity might arise upon the introduction of 
peace-keeping forces, in accordance with the purposes or the 
United Nation8 Charter, into a region or on the cenoation of 
hostilities between States. 

Review conference6 of arms limitation agreements might also 
provide an opportunity to consider confidence-building measures, 
provided these measuree are in no way detrimental to the purposes 
of the agreements; the criteria of such action to im agreed upon 
by the parties to the agreements. 
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'2.5.4.5 Rany opportunities exist in conjunction with auraements among 
States in other areas of their relations, such as the political, 
economic, social snd cultural fields, for example in the case of 
joint development projects, especially in frontier areas. 

'2.5.4.6 Confidence-building measures, or at least a statement of intent 
to develop them in the future, could also be included in any 
other form of political deciaration on goals shared by two or 
more States. 

'2.5.4.7 Since it is especially the multilateral approach to international 
security and disarmament issues which enhances international 
confidence, the United Nations can contribute to increasing 
confidence by playing its central role in the field of 
international peace, security and diearmament. Organs of the 
United Nations and other international organisations could 
participate in encouraging the process of confidence-building as 
appropriate. In particular, the General Assembly and the 
Security Council - their tasks in the field of disa rmbment proper 
notwithstanding - can further this process, by adopting decisions 
and reconunendations containing suggestions ma xequeots to States 
to agree on and implement confidence-building measures. The 
Secretary-General, in accordance with the charter of the United 
Nations, could also contribute significantly to the process of 
confidence-building by suggesting specific confidence-building 
measurea or by providing his good offices, particularly at times 
of crises, in promoting the establishment of certain 
confidence-building procedures. 

"2.5.4.8 In accordance with item IX of its established agenda - the 
so--called dfCAiOfJU0 - and without prejudice to its negotiating 
role in all areas of its agenda, the Conference on Disarmament 
could identify and develop confidence-building measures in 
relation to agreements on disarmamen t and arms limitation under 
negotiation in the Conference.' 

G. Verification in all its asveCts* 

'I. PRINCIPLES OF VERIFICATION 

l In the context of pursuing general and complete disarmament under 
effective international control, as a matter of critical importance in the 
negotiation and implementation of arms limitation and disarmament agreements, 
the Dioarmuue nt Corcmiosion affirms the continued relevance of the pxinciples 
concerning verification ao enunciated in the following paragraphs of the Final 
Document of the Tenth Special Session of the General Assembly: 

* See Official Records of the General Assembly, Pifteenth Soecial 
Session, Suvnlemsnt No. 3 (A/S-25/3), para. 60. 
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'Paragraph 31: 'Dioanmwnt and arms limitation agreements should provide 
for adeguate meaeuren of verification satisfactory to all parties concerned 
in order to create the necessary confidence and ensure that they are bein 
observed by all parties. The form and modalities of the verification to be 
provided for in any specific agreement depend upon and should be determined 
by the purposes, scope and nature of the agreement. Agremnte should 
provide for the participation of parties directly or through the United 
Nations system in the verification process. Where appropriate, a 
combination of oeveral methods of verification as well as other compliance 
procedures should be amgloysd.' 

'Paragraph 91: 'In order to facilitate the conclusion and effective 
implemantation of disarmamen t agreements and to create confidence, States 
5hould accept appropriate provisions for verification in such agreements.' 

'Paragraph 92 : 'In the context of international diea nuament negotiations, 
the problem of verification should be further examined and adequate methods 
and procedures in th'c field be considered. Every effort should be made to 
develop appropriate method5 and procedures which are non-diecriminatory and 
which do not unduly interfere with the internal affair5 of other States or 
jeopardize their economic and social development.' 

'The Disarmsmen t Commission considers that the following general principles 
elaborate upon or add to tho5e stated in the Final Document of the Tenth Special 
Session of the General Assembly. While further work can be done to formulate 
adequately these and other principles relating to verification, the following is 
a non-exhaustive listing of 5uch principles: 

'(1) Adequate and effective verification is an essential element of all 
arm5 limitation and disarmament agreements. 

'(2) Verification is not an aim in itnelf, but an essential element in the 
process of achieving arm5 limitation and disarmame nt agreements. 

"(3) Verification should promote the implementation of arms limitation and 
disarmament meaeu;ss, build confidence among States and ensure that 
agreamente are being observed by all parties. 

"(4) Adequate and effective verification cequiree employment of different 
techniques, such as national technical means, international technical means 
and international procedures, including on-site inspections. 

"(5) Verification in the arm5 limitation and disarmament process will 
benefit from greater openness. 

r .C. --._- 10) iirma iAd.tei.tbi iid rlfEGiXiiZi~iit ~yr~r~~~i%t~ -t-.-*Ll .t- -.-- i- -,,A,lC ~“vo*u *“*LUUS s‘n*srh.*i 
provisions whereby each party undertakes not to ilterfere with the agreed 
methods, procedures and techniques of verification, when these are 
operating in a manner consistent with the provisions of the agreement and 
generally recognized principles of international law. 
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'(7) Anua limitation and disarmamen t agreements should include explicit 
provi8ion8 whereby each party undertakes not to use deliberate concealment 
wsuree which impede verification of compliance with the agreement. 

'(8) To asses* the continuing adequacy and effectiveneos of the 
verification system, an arms limitation and dioarmame nt agreement should 
provide for procedures and mechanisms for review and evaluation. Where 
poaaible, tima-frame& for much reviewa ohould be agreed in order to 
facilitate thim assemment . 

'(9) Verification arrangements should be addressed at the outset and at 
every stage of negotiations on specific arma limitation and disarmament 
agreements. 

'(10) All States have equal rights to participate in the process of 
international verification of agreements to which they are parties. 

'(11) Adequate and effective verification arrangements must be capable of 
providing, in a timely fashion, clear and convincing evidence of compliance 
or non-coapliance. Continued confirmation of compliance is an essential 
ingredient to building and maintaining confidence among the parties. 

'(12) Determinationa about the adequacy, effectiveness and acceptability of 
specific methods and arrangements intended to verify compliance with the 
provisions of an arms limitation and disarmame nt agreement can only be made 
within the context of that agreement. 

"(13) Verification of compliance with the obligations inrposed by an arms 
limitation and disarmame nt agreement is an activity conducted by the 
parties to an am limitation and diaa rmament agreement or by an 
organioation at the regueot and with the explicit consent of the parties, 
and is an expression of the sovereign right of States to enter into such 
arrangements. 

"(14) Requests for inspections or information in accordance with the 
provioionr of an arms limitation and disarmament agreement should be 
considered as a normal component of the verification process. such 
requests ohould be used only for the purposer of the determination of 
compliance, care being taken to avoid abuses. 

'(151 Verification arrangements should be implemented without 
diplcrimination, and, in accomplishing their purpose, avoid unduly 
interfering with the internal affairs of State parties or other States, or 
jeopardizing their economic, technological and social development. 

'(16) To be adequate and effective, a verificatzon regime for an agreement 
must cover all relevant weapons, facilities, locations, installations and 
activities. 
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'II. PROVISIONS AND TECHNIQUES OF VERIFICATION 

‘1. The Disarmament Commi sion recognizes that there is a variety of methods, 
procedures and techniques available for the verification of compliance with arms 
limitation and disarmament agreements. No verification arrangements can be 
absolutely foolproof. Adequate and effective verification will involve the use 
of a combination of various verification methods, procedures and techniques 
which will operate in such a manner that they reinforce one another. some 
methods, procedures and techniques are uniquely applicable in specific arms 
limitation and disarmament contexts, while others have wider applicability. The 
determination of the appropriate details and combination of methods, procedures 
and techniques will vary with the scope and nature of the arms limitation and 
disarmament agreement and will be a critical coIPponent of the specific treaty 
negotiations. 

'2. The Disarmar&nt Commission also emphasizeo that the inclusion of provisions 
respecting procedures for consultation and cooperation can greatly assist in 
resolving DrObletnii emerging in the course of the implementation of arms 
limitation and disarmament agreements, such as concerns about compliance. Such 
provisions for consultation and cooperation could involve the use of some or all 
of the following: bilateral consultations, the United Nations, and/or the use 
of organizations set up under the specific agreement in question. 

'3. The Disa rmament Commission also recognizes that under general international 
law, partieo to treaties are obligated to take the measures necessary for 
implementation of the treaty at the national level. Such national meaauree 
should be undertaken in a fashion to facilitate adequate and effective 
verification. 

l 4. The Disa rmament Conuoisaion recognizes the utility of continuing the 
examination of verification methods, procedures and techniques. One possible 
example of the work that could be done is the preparation of a compilation of 
possible verification methods, procedures and techniques, including those which 
form part of existing arms limitation and disarmament agreements as well as 
those which have been proposed. Such a catalogue, which could form part of a 
verification database, would be illustrative and would exemplify the range and 
scope of methods, procedures and techniques applicable to the verification of 
compliance. It could be useful in facilitatjng a consideration of verification 
as an integral part of arm8 limitation and disarmament negotiations. The survey 
of methods, procedures and techniques that would be necessary to prepare such a 
compilation could also provide the initial steps towards producing a directory 
of sources of verification expertise. It could also serve to identify current 
research activities relating to verification and indicate areas where more 
research would be beneficial. The format and expense of such a catalogue should 
be subject to further examination. 

"5. The Disarmament Con-mission takes note that many countries have provided to 
the international community the results of their research concerning 
verification matters, whether it be in the use of existing technology or in the 
consideration of how technology might evolve in order to facilitate the 
verification of future agreements. The Disarmament Commission commends to 
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expertn and researchers the worthy endeavour of deepening the international 
community's understanding of verification provisions and techniques. 

"III. THE ROLE OF TAS UNITED NATIONS AND ITS MEMBER 
STATES IN THE FIELD OF VERIFICATION 

'1. The Disa rmament Conuaiosion welcomeJ the view expressed by the Secretary- 
Qeneral in his 1987 report on the work of the Organisation that the Unitsd 
Nations can make a significant contribution in the field of verification. u/ 
Such a contribution can be viawed as in accordance with the central role and 
prirmry responsibility of the United Nations as stated in paragraph 114 of the 
Final Document of the Tenth Special Session of the General Assembly. 

l 2. The Disa nnament commission takes note of various views expressed and 
concrete proposals made, within the framework of its discussions, by a number of 
countries with respect to the nature and scope of the role that the United 
Nations could possibly play in the context of verification of compliance with 
arms limitation and disarmament agreements. These proposals, which were 
discussed but on which no consensus was possible, include, inter alia: (a) the 
establishment of a verification database within the United Nations: (b) the 
development of a United Nations capacity to provide advice to negotiators 
respecting verification matters; (c) research into the process, structures, 
procedures and techniques of verification as well as the role of the United 
Nations, beginning with a request to the Secretary-General to look into these 
and other matters with the assistance of qualified experts; (d) on a responsive 
basis, and with the consent of the parties to an arms limitation and disarmament 
negotiation or agreement, potential involvement by the United Nations in the 
formulation and implementation of verification provisions of specific 
agreeraents; (e) the establishment of an integrated multilateral verification 
system within the United Nations; and if) the setting up, under the aegis of the 
United Nations, of a mechanism for extensive international verification of 
compliance with agreements on reducing international tension and limiting 
armaments and on the military situation in conflict areas: 

xi. Nuclear caoabilitv of South Africa: 
gonclusions and recommendations* -- 

=1. Guided by the fundamental and universal principles er.shrined in the Charter 
of the 'Jnited Nations and with reference to the Declaration on Apartheid and its 
Destructive Consequences in South Africa adopted by contiensus at the sixteenth 
special session of the General Assembly (resoPu%ion S..,i6Jl, annex), the 
L'onunission reii;erai;es ita con&mnai;ion of i;‘ne cokinuuiion CI r;ix? poiicy and 
practice of apartheid in South Africa which is a crime against the conscience 

t See Official records of the General A~sw&J.y, Forty-riifth Session, 
WBlement No. 42 (A/45/42), para. 31. 

u/ Official Records of the General Asaernklv. Ports-second Senoion A# 
SuvDlement No. 1 (A/42/1), sect. III. 
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and dignity of mankind. While noting that certain positive developments are now 
taking place in South Africa, the Corrnaission streoses that the apar+heid oystem 
and its institutionalized pillars still remain in place. In reaffirming the 
right of all peoples to self-determination, the Commission supports all those in 
South Africa who strive for the elimination of apartheid and the building of a 
non-racial and democratic society in that country. 

‘2. The Comiseion recalls Security Council resolution 419 (1977) which, 
inter alia, expressed the Council's grave concern that South Africa was, at that 
time, at the threshold of producing nuclear weapons. The use of its nuclear 
capability by South Africa for nuclear-weapon purposes would heighten tension 
and increase the threat to regional as well as international peace and security. 

‘3. The CozXaission further recalls that the Security Council had, by its 
resolution 418 (1977), determined that the acquisition by South Africa of arms 
and related materiel constituted a threat to the maintenance of international 
peace and security and had decided that all States shall cease forthwith any 
provision to South Africa of arms and related matdriel. 

l 4. The issue of South Africa's nuclear capability has been brought to 
international attention by General Assembly resolution 34/76 B of 

11 December 1979 and included in the agenda of the Disarmamen t Commission since 
its first substantive session in 1979 at the request of the Chairman of the 
Special Comittee against Apartheid (A/CN.10/4), following the conclusions of 
the United Nations Seminar on Nuclear Collaboration with South Africa, held at 
London in February 1979. 

‘5. In consideration of the item the Commission reaffirms with regard to South 
Africd the concern already expressed in paragraph 12 of the Final Document of 
the Tenth Special Session of the General Assembly (General Assembly resolution 
S-10/2). In this reepect, the Cormnission strongly recommends that the General 
Assembly renew its call upon all States to adhere strictly to the relevant 
decisions of the Security Council. 

‘6. The proliferation of nuclear weapons to any country is a matter of serious 
concern to the world. South Africa's introduction of nuclear weapons to the 
African continent, and particularly in such a volatile region as southern 
Africa, not only would be a severe blow to worldwide efforts at 
non-proliferation but also upset many years' efforts to spare the African 
continent from the nuclear-arms race in accord&e with the Organization of 
African Unity (OAU) Declaration on the Denuclearization of Africa. 

l 7. The Commission notes the 1977 reprts of the discovery of preparations for 
- -.--t--e --a---- L--A. -LA- A- &I-- "-'l-L--l A----L -_-_-L- Q ,‘UCIFIOC -r=oyv*‘e-curb -*s.eJ *** C.&W LIsaLCII.a&* UWPSLL. &i‘d Asryurio csiGr;t ti-bs 
22 September 1979 ovcilt in the South Atlantic. Those reports end the report of 
the Secretary-General on South Africa's plan and capability in the nuclear field 
(A/35/401 and Corr.1) and the report of the United Nations Institute for 
Disarmament Research (A/39/470) have caused legitimate and particular concern to 
the African States and the international community, in general. 

'8. The Conrnission recommends that the General Assembly bring to the Security 
~ouncil~s attention the grave consequences of the development of any sort of 
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nuclear-weapons capability by Soutn Africa and ito implications for the security 

of African Stateo, the proliferation of nuclear weapons, and the collective 
decision of the African States regarding the denuclearization of Africa, which 
hae bean endorsed by the General Assembly. 

"9. The Commiosion considers it at variance with the development of friendly 

relationo and cooperation among State8 to assist South Africa in the development 
of a nuclear-weapon programme enabling the regime to pursue a policy of 
destabilization against the countries of the African continent. In this 
respect, the Commission underscores Security Council resolution 591 (1986), in 
which the Council requested all States to refrain from any collaboration with 
South Africa in the nuclear field which will contribute to the development and 
manufacture by South Africa of nuclear weapons and nuclear explosive devices. 

'10. All States and international organizations have the duty and responsibility 
to contribute to the efforts towards the elimination of apartheid. In addition, 
Member States should fully implement Security Council resolution 418 (1977), 
unanimously adopted by the Security Council, in which, inter alia, the Council 
called upon Member States to refrain from any cooperation with South Africa in 
the development and manufacture of nuclear weapons. It is, therefore, the 
responsibility of the international community to ensure that effective and 
concrete measures are taken to stop the development of its nuclear-weapons 
capability. To this end, the Disarmament Commission recozznends that: 

"(a) States should cease forthwith all collaboration with South Africa in 
the military and nuclear field which may contribute, directly or indirectly, to 
the development of its nuclear-weapons capability. 

O(b) In the light of Security Council resolutions 418 (1977). 558 (1984) 
and 591 (1986), the Disa rmament Conunission recommends that the General Arisembly 
should urge all States to observe scrupulously their obligations concerning the 
arms embargo against South Africa. The Security Council should continue to 
monitor closely the implementation of the arms embargo against South Africa in 
all its aspects in order to prevent any form of assistance to the development of 
its nuclear-weapons capability and the Secretary-General should report thereon 
periodically to the General Assembly. 

"(c) All States should consider and respect the continent of Africa as a 
nuclear-weapon-free zone, in accordance with General Assembly resolution 
2033 (xx) of 3 December 1965, in which the Assembly endorsed the Declaration on 
the Denuclearization of Africa adopted in 1964 by the Assembly of Heads of State 
and Government of the Organization of African Unity. TO this end, the General 
Assembly should request the Secretary-General to Offer such assistance as OA!I 

may require to advance the realization of these objectives. 

"(d) The Commission would consider it an important etep if South Africa 
accedes to the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons and calls upon 
South Africa to place all its nuclear facilities and installations under 
fullscope IAEA safeguards. To this end, the Commission recommends that the 
tieneral Assembly should request IAEA to report to the Assembly on its 
implementation. 
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'(e) South Africa should practise transparency and openneso in ito military 
affairs in order to allow for full assessment of its activitieo in the military 
and nuclear field by the international conxnunity and in particular by its 
neighbouring States. 

'(f) The Cozmnirr8ion reconunendm further that the Secretary-General should 
follow more closely South Africa's evolution in the nuclear field and report 
regularly to the General Assembly on the implementation of theoe recoxcmendationa 
end on all new developments which would require the attention of the 
international couaounity." 

I. Review of the role of the United Nations 
in the field of diaament+ 

'1. The primary purpose of the United Nations is to maintain international 
peace and security. The United Nations constitutes the only universal forum 
where all #ember States contribute to the procesie of disarmament. 1ts role and 
resgonsibilitiea in this field are exercised through institutional arrangements 
which Rem&r Stateo should utilize to fullest possible extent. In this 
connection, the effectiveness of the Organization in the field of disarmament 
should be strengthened end the work of its bodies improved. 

. 
'2. All States Members of the United Nations are committed to the purposes of 
the Charter of the United Nations and therefore must otrictly observe ite 
prfnciple6. They must also observe other relevant end generally accepted 
principles of internationel law relating to the maintenance of international 
peace and oecurity. Furthermore, genuine and lasting peace should be sought 
through their observance and the speedy conclusion of concrete disarmament 
measures leading to general and complete disarmme nt under effective 
international control. Multilateral agreements on measure8 of disarmmen t vlw 
an important role in contributing to the maintenance of international peace and 
security. 

l 3. All the peopleo of the world have a vital interest in the succe88 of 
diearmament negotiations. While disarnuune nt is the responsibility of all 
Stateo, the nuclear-weapon States, in particular those arwmg them which poaoeos 
the mo8t important nuclear arsenale, have a special reeponoibility for nuclear 
disarmament and, together with other militarily significant States, for halting 
and reversing the ammo race. It was noted tha< in discharge of this 
responsibility important initial steps had been taken leading in this direction, 
and that further negotiations among some of those States were in progress. 

'4. The United Rations should support and facilitate all disarmament eftorts - 
unilateral, bilateral, regional and multilateral - and be kept duly informed, 
through the General Assembly or any other appropriate United Nations Channel 
reaching all Members of the Organization. of developments in disarmament efforts 
outside its aegis, without prejudice to the progress of negotiations. 

l Official Records of the General Assembly, Forty-fifth SW-, 
Sunnlement No. 42 (A/45/42), gara. 32. 
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‘5. All States should give due account and consideration to recommendations by 
the United Nations, including the Final Document of the Tenth Special Session of 
the General Assembly, the fir& special sesaion devoted to dioarmmant, which 
was adopted by cormemus, and act in accordance with the obligations they have 
wMmanad. All States have the right and the duty to be concerned with and to 
contribute to effort8 in the field of dioa nuament as stipulated in the Final 
Document of the Tenth Spocisl Session of the General Aseembly. 

'6. Dimarmament, development, relaxation of international teneion, respect for 
the right to eelf-determination ahd national independence, non-interference in 
internal affairs of States, respect for human rights, the peaceful settlement of 
dioputeo in accordance with the Charter and the strengthening of international 
peace and security are related to each other. Progzero in any of theee spheres 
hag a banaficial effect on all of them; in turn, failure in one sphere can have 
negative effects on the others. 

'7. The improvement in the international security situation facilitates 
sustained progrese in the field of dioannment. Equally, the conclusion of 
concrete dis armament agreements strengthens international peace and security. 
War, in particular nuclear war, must be prevented. Disarmament should be 
pursued in the context of strengthaning international peace and security, in 
cwliance with the Charter of the United Nations. 

'0. The Conference on Dioarmament has a unique character and importance au the 
single multilateral diaarnument negotiating body, and it is important that it 
continue to discharge ito substantive responsibilities. The Conference on 
Disarmament has a unique relationship with the United Nations. The Comission 
affirrm that the work of the Conference ie of great relevance to the Memtars of 
the United Nations. Accordingly. the General Aesambly welcomes the decision of 
the Conference on Dioa mment to improve its performance 90 as better to fulfil 
its raoponsibilitieo, inu&ment its decisions at the earlioot opportunity, to 
consider furth-r gueotions related to its improved and effective functioning, to 
consider the c teation of the expansion of its mmberahip, as well as the 
facilitatior, of the participation of States not members of the Conference. 

'9. The Security Council, having regard to its special status and 
responribilitiee pursuant to the relevant provisions of the Charter, should 
continue to ensure the effectiveness of its central role :ith regard to the 
maintenance of international peace and security, keeping in mind the 
interrelationship exioting between disarmament, international peace and 
security. 

"10, The General Assembly constitutes the main deliberative organ of the United 
captions in the field of disnmament and should continue to promote disarmmmt 
and to facilitate the achievement of disarmament agreement8 among States, by the 
following meana: 

*(a) Special seesionrr of the General Assembly devoted to disarmament have 
contributed to strengthening international cooperation in the field of 
disarmament. Special sestiions should be convened as appropriate to consider 
relevant issuer3 such as to review and ansefm the reanlta of the efforts of 
~e&er Statoe and of the United Nations in gromoting deliberations and 
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negotiationo on all relevant issues of disarmament, and to endeavour to provide 
recommendations and guidance regarding measures in the field of disarmament; 

'(b) The First Committee of the General Assembly should continue to serve 
as its Main Coumittee dealing with disarmament and related international 
security questions. The First Committee should make the necessary improvements 
in its methodd, and procedures of work with a view to increasing its efficiency. 
In this regard, each succeeding chairman ohould continue to hold consultations 
with a view to refining further the practices and procedures of the Committee. 
To this end, the First Committee should take into account, inter alia, the 
recomtions contained in General Assembly resolution 42/42 N of 
30 November 1987 and should continue to endeavour to expand areas of consensus. 
Bearing in mind the ixncreasing importance that the international community 
attaches to the items on the agenda of the Conference on Disarmament, 
appropriate attention should be given to the consideration of the reports of the 
Conference. The First Cozaaittee should devote a portion of its work programme 
to consider, under the appropriate agenda items, the annual report of the 
Conference; 

.Cci The Dioa rmament Commission, as the specialized deliberative body 
within the United Nations multilateral disarmament machinery, allows for in- 
depth deliberations leading to the submission of concrete recommendations on 
opecific disarmamen t issues. In order to improve the efficiency of its work, it 
ohould fully implement the decision concerning the ways and means to enhance its 
functioning. Such an undertaking would enable it to continue to play a 
constructive role within the United Nations disarmame nt machinery. 

'11. In the exercise of his role as envisaged in the Charter, the Secretary- 
General facilitates the discharge of the responsibilities of the United Nations 
regarding the maintenance of international peace and security. All States 
should give the Secretary-General maximum support to enable him to discharge, as 
effectively as possible, his responsibilities under the Charter. In the 
exercise of his role, the Secretary-General should be assisted by an adequately 
staffed and funded Department for Disarmament Affairs. The resources accorded 
to the Department should be comnsurate with the requirements of its mandated 
tasks in so far as the budgetary restraints of the United Nations permit. The 
role of the Department for Disarmament Affairs in assisting the Secretary- 
General in his coordination of the activities of the United Nations and relevant 
specialized agencies in the field of disarmamept should be strengthened. When 
agreed by the parties, the Secretary-General of the United Nations should 
continue to serve as depositary of the legal instruments of multilateral 
dioarmament agreemnts. 

'12. In light of the modifications to the functioning of the Secretary-General's 
Advisory Board on Disarmament Matters introduced by the Secretary-General in 
1989, including the changing of its title, the Advisory Board should continue to 
play a useful role, particularly in its dual capacity as the Secretary-General's 
Advisory Board on Disarmament Matters, as well as the Board of Trustees of the 
United Nations Institute for Disarmament Research; it could benefit from wider 
contacts with prominent persons and institutions possessing expertise relevant 
to the Board's work. 
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‘13. In accordance with the statute and the autonomous rtatus of the United 
Uetions Institute for Disa mament Research, its work should continue to be 
independent-research-oriented, of a high academic standard and of practical 
value. The Inrtitute l hould strengthen ite cooperation with national and 
regional research institutes in the field of disarmament. More financial 
contributions would ensure a greater viability and the development of the 
Institute. 

'14. The Ad HOC Committee on the Indian Ocean is a preparatory body tasked with 
the completion of organizational and substantive issues related to the convening 
of a Conference in Colomba which would seek to implement the Declaration of the 
Indian Ocean a* a zone of peace. It is the view of those voting in favour of 
General Assembly resolution 44/120 that the Ad Hoc Committee on the Indian Ocean 
should continue to fulfil its mandate. 

‘15. Without prejudice to the outcome of its ongoing assessment, the World 
Diearmament Campeign, au a global information programrae, should continue its 
contributione by inforaning, educating, and generating public understanding and 
support for the objectives of the United Nations in the field of am limitation 
and dioa rnuumnt in a balanced, factual and objective suuxner. Member States and 
other entities are encouraged to broaden the financial base of support of the 
Campaign with further voluntary contributions as well as to cooperate by other 
meanm so as to increase its effectiveness. The Commission recommends that all 
Member States should continue to mark the observance of Disarmament Week, which 
was proclaimed by the General Assembly at its first special session devoted to 
diearmament, as a week devoted to fostering the objectives of disarmament. It 
notes that this annual observance would continue to play an important role in 
promoting the objectives of the World Disa rmament Campaign. 

'16. The regional centres for peace and disarmament should continue to 
contribute to the promotion of disarmament, mutual confidence, peace and 
security. In addition, the activities of these centres would further enhance 
the objectives of the World Disa rxuament Campaign. In order to ensure the 
effective functioning and viability of the regional centres, the Dioanmment 
Commission encourages Member States as well as other entities to make 
contributions to these centres. 

'17. The United Nationo Disa nnement PellowPhip, Training and Advisory Services 
Programme contributer uoefully to the development of greater expertise in 
disarmament issue0 in Member States. Consequently, the Programme should be 
continued in accordance with guidelinea approved by the General Assembly at its 
thirty-third and fortieth sessions, duly taking into account in the yearly 
selection of fellows, the principle of adequate representation of developing 
countries and the need for rotation among States." 
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J. Issues related to conventional disarmament* 

'1. The Working Group recalled the priorities in disarmament established by the 
General Assembly in the Final Document of its Tenth Special Session, the first 
special oession devoted to disarmament, as stated in paragraph 45, namely: 
nuclear weapons; other weapons of maus destruction, including chemical weapons; 
conventional weapone, including any which may be deemed to be excessively 
injurious or to have indiscriminate effects: and reduction of armed forces. As 
stated in paragraph 46 of the Final Document, nothing should preclude States 
from conducting negotiations on all priority items concurrently. T.he Group took 
into account the principles derived from the Final Document which pro-didod the 
perspective on and addressed the subjects of the conventional arms race and 
conventional disarmament as identified in paragraph 8 of the Study on 
Conventional Disarmament (A/39/348). 

"2. In dealing with the subject-matter before it in the context established in 
paragraph 4 above, the Group recalled that since the Second World War there has 
been a large number of armed conflicts fought with conventional weapons. It was 
noted that certain conflicts continue and pose a threat to regional and global 
peace and security. The Group, however, took account of the recent overall 

amelioration in the international situation and the trend towards the peaceful 
settlement of various regional conflicts, the important role played in that 
regard by the United Nations and the possible positive implications of these 
developments for efforts related to disarmament. 

'3. Attention was given to recent developments in relation to Europe, which has 
the highest concentration of arms and armed forces. The successful conclusion 
in January 1989 of the CSCE Follow-up Meeting in Vienna led to further 
negotiations in the field of confidence- and security-building measures as well 
as the new Negotiation on Conventional Armed Forces in Europe, both within the 
framework of the CSCE process. The Group, reca'ling General Assembly 
resolutions 41186 L, 43175 P and 44/116 I, welccrrcled the progress made and 
considered that positive results in these negotiations would serve to improve 
security and develop cooperation in Europe, thereby contributing to 
international peace and security in the world as a whole. 

l 4. Attention was also given to the agreement in 1987 between Costa Rica, 
Guatemala, Honduras, Nicaragua and El Salvador on a procedure for the 
establishment of a firm and lasting peace in Cefltral America and subsequent 
declarations and agreements, which include important steps towards disarmament. 
The Group welcomed these declarations and agreements which would serve to 

promote security and develop cooperation in the region. They constitute an 
important contribution to international peace and security. 

'5. The Group identified a number of issues and possible measures in the fiela 
of conventional arms reductions and disarmament which are set out below. 

l See Official Records of the General Assemblv, Forty-fifth Session, 
Supnlement No. 42 (A/45/42), para. 34. 
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“6. The accumulation and increasing 8ophiPtication of conventional arme in 
various regions of the world. particularly by those States with the largest 
military areenals, have grave implications for international peace and security. 
Agreements or other measures in the field of conventional disarmament therefore 
should be resolutely pursued on a bilateral, regional and multilateral basis, 
due account being taken of paragraph 83 of the Final Document. Whereas States 
with the largest military arsenala have a special rerponsibility in purouing the 
process of conventional diearmamen t, it in incumbent upon all States, while 
taking into account the need to protect their oecurity and maintain necessary 
defensive capabilities, to intensify their effort8 and take, either on their own 
or by agreement, appropriate steps in the field of conventional disanname nt that 
would enhance peace and security in their regions as well an globally and 
contribute to overall progreae towarda the goal of general and complete 
disarmament. 

“7. The limitation and reduction of conventional arm8 and armed forceta could 
reLte to weapons and manpower, and include their deployment. The objective of 
conventional disa rmament measures should be undiminished or increased security 
at the lowest possible level of a rmamenta and military forces. Weapons and 
equipment which are the subject of conventional forces reductions agreements 
should not be transferred, directly or indirectly, to States not party to the 
agreement in question. The principal method of dealing with such reductions 
should be destruction. 

“8. The States members of two major military alliances have made progress 
towards an early agreement on substantial reduction of their conventional armed 
forces in Europe; they are urged to continue their intensive efforts to this end 

in order to fulfil the mandate of their negotiations which is to achieve 
increased security at lower levels of forces and to eliminate the capability for 
surprise attack and large-scale offensive action. 

'9. In relation to negotiation0 on conventional dioarmame nt, conscious of 
paragraph 83 of the Final Document of SSOD I, Statas should take into account a 
number of factors, such aa: circum8tances prevailing in a particular region; 
the quantitative and qualitative aspects of the forces which are the subject of 
negotiations; the importance of a baeis of comparable &ta; asymmetries that 
might exist among various countriee ao a result of historical, geographical and 
other factors; the naed to eliminate military asymmetries which are prejudicial 
to security; the need of States to protect their oecurity, bearing in mind the 
inherent right of self-defence and the right of QeoQl%E to oelf-determination 
and independence; the various significant implications of military etrategiee: 
the need to take steps to eliminate the capability for @urpri.se attack and 
offensive action; and the implications of arms transfers. 

'10. Although negotiations should be undertaken to facilitate and achieve 
substantial disarmament, and ultimately general and complete dis:Trmament, 
unilateral measures could be taken in ordor to enhance regional tind global peace 
and security. 

"11. Taking into consideration the progress accomplished in the field of 
conventional disarmament, the important role of efforto at disarmament on a 
regional scale must be recognixsd. The regional aQQrOaCh to disarmament is one 
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of the errsential elements in global efforts. Regional diearmament msa8urs8 
should be takm at the initiative and with the participation of States concerned 
and must take into account the rrpecific characteristic8 of each region. In 
region8 where tenaiona may be high and a potential for conflict my exist, 
meaoures aimed at reducing ten8ions could lead to reductions and restrictions on 
military deployments by all States concerned and thur contribute to 
Btrengthening confidence and international peace and security. 

'12. Although confidence-building measures, whether military or non-military, 
cannot serve a8 a substitute for concrete disarmament meauures, they can play an 
important role in facilitating progress towards disarmament in that they 
alleviate mistrust and thus enhance international cooperation and security, 
whether they are taken unilaterally, bilaterally or multilaterally. 
Consequently, the value of such measures wa8 emphasized, it being understood 
that they should always be so designed as to take into account the specific 
situation in and characteristics of the region in gueotion. 

'13. Conventional diea rmament agreements muat provide for adequate and effective 
measure8 for their verification eatisfactory to all parties concerned in order 
to create the nece8sazy confidence and to ensure that the agreements are being 
observed. The Group noted that the Secretary-General, upon the request of the 
Ganeral A88embly and with the assistance of a group of qualified governmental 
expertn, is undertaking an in-depth study of the role of the United Nations in 
the field of verification. 

'14. As appropriate, negotiations on measure8 of conventional diwa+mmen t should 
aloo cover such types of conventional weapons an encompaoo radically new 
techniques arising from qualitative technological advances. 

"15. The global expenditure on arms and armed forcee, by far the largest part of 
which is attributable to conventional arms and armed forces, represents a 
ma8sive consumption of resource8 for potentially deotructive purposes in a stark 
contrast to the urgent need for social and economic development and for 
increased international cooperation in those fields. Reduction in military 
expenditure by releasing resources could, therefore, entail benefit8 both in the 
social and economic fields as well as in the political field. 

'16. Arms transfer8 can have serious implications for conventional disarmament, 
as recalled in the Final Document. Arms transf?rs should be addressed in 
conjunction with the questions of maintaining international peace and Pecurity, 
reducing international tenaion, enhancing confidence, and promoting disarmament 
au well as uocial and economic development. Restraint and greater openness can 
help in this respect and contribute to the promotion of international peace and 

. . .~ recurJ.Ly. -- Lcf ---L -_L &.f- ,I, tArAs CV‘ICBAC, ----- -.---.-mu 3': c,, Ir4C 4.rrCC:r Ch mwaua C1.S y&u." rur.r-*...r..v-- -- ----. ------- -*_ -_-.- 
deserve substantive consideration. The Group noted that the Secretary-General, 
upon the request of the General Assembly and with the assistance of a group of 
qualified governmental experts, is undertaking an in-depth study of ways and 
means of promoting transparency in international transfers of conventional arms 
on a universal and non-diocriminatory basis. 

"17. Taking into account the priorities in disarmament set out in the Final 
Document, the subject of conventional disarmamsnt should continue to be actively 
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pursued in the United Nationo as one significant contribution to the endeavours 
of the international community towards general and complete disarmament under 
effective international control. In addition to deliberations by the 
Disarmament Commission on how to facilitate the process of conventional 
disarmament, it would be welcome if the Conference on Disarmament were to 
address the issue of conventional disarmament when practicable. The United 
Nations ohould be kept duly informed of developments in disa rmament efforts 
outside ite aegis, without prejudice tx the progress of negotiations." 

K. Declaration of the 1990s as the Third Disarmament Decade* 

'1. The present Declaration of the 1990s as the Third Disarmament Decade is 
addreosed to the global community, and deals with the hopes and aspirations of 
people for lasting ptrace and security. 

'2. After a period of heightened tensions, the latter part of the decade of the 
1980s saw a noticeable improvement in the way many States conducted their 
relations with one another. Despite this favourable trend, the specific goals 
of the Second Disa rmament Decade were not fully realised. 

‘3. In a world of growing interdependence, it is essential for the 
international community to stimulate and deepen awareness of the corcmon 
interests of the global society and of the universal interest in achieving 
disarmament and strengthening international peace and security. The challenges 
facing the international conrnunity today are enormous. Accordingly, the 
solution of these difficult and complex issues will require the political will 
of States in conducting dialogue and negotiations and in promoting international 
cooperation, including confidence-building measures aimed at reducing tenoions 
and the risk of military confrontation umong States, bearing in mind specific 
conditions prevailing in the region concerned. It will also require 
acknowledgement of the profound interrelationship of questions relating to 
disarmament, social and economic development and environmental protection. 

'4. The international community stands on common ground in determining to make 
progress in the 1990s by resolutely pursuing di'sa rmament along with other 
efforts necessary fur attaining genuine peace and security. As members of the 
international community, we have identified the following common goals. In the 
nuclear field, we must continue urgently to seek early reductions in, and the 
eventual elimination of, nuclear weapons and work towards a comprehensive 
nuclear-test ban. To achieve the objective of non-proliferation in all its 
aspects, all States are encouraged to make every effort further to strengthen 
the non-proliferation regime and other measures to halt and prevent the 
proliferation of nuclear weapons. The aim of the international community should 
be to promote cooperation in the peaceful use of nuclear energy on a 
non-ciiscrlminatory basis and under agreed and appropriate international 
safeguards. The prevention of an arms race in outer space remains an important 

* See Official Recoxds of the General Assembly, Fortv-fifth Seasion, 
&@ement No. 42 M/45/42), para. 35; adopted subsequently by the General 
Assembly (resolution 45/62 A, annex). 
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area to be further addressed. Many States also see the need to address naval 
confidante-building measures and disarmament issues. In the conventional field, 
we must seek reductions in arms and armed forces in all areas of the world and, 
in particular, where levels of concentrations of armaments are highest. In this 
regard, we urgently seek the successful conclusion of the negotiations on 
conventional forces in Europe. We aim for continued consideration of arms 
transfers in all their aspects. In the chemical field, we must work for the 
earliest conclusion of a convention on the prohibition of the development, 
production, stockpiling and use of all chemical weapons and on their 
destruction. The international conununity also calls for strict compliance with 
the Protocol for the Prohibition of the Use in War of Asphyxiating, Poisonous or 
Other Gases, and of Bacteriological Methods of Warfare, signed at Geneva on 
17 June 1925. &/ Ao further steps forward, openness and transparency on all 
appropriate military matters should be developed, the scope and techniques of 
verification advanced, the use of science and technology for peaceful purposes 
promoted and non-military threats to security addressed. All other initiatives 
to halt and reverse the arms race, in particular the nuclear-arms race, in both 
its qualitative and quantitative aspects deserve careful consideration. such 
initiatives include the establishment of nuclear-weapon-free zones on the basis 
of arrangements freely arrived at among States of the region concerned and the 
creation of zones of peace under appropriate conditions defined and determined 
freely by the States concerned in the zone. In the pursuit of the foregoing 
goals, the international community acknowledges the particular responsibility of 
countries with the largest military arsenals. Resources freed through 
disarmament could be used for the benefit of a balanced world development. 
These goals should be included in a comprehensive programme of disarmament, 
which should be concluded at an appropriate time. 

'5. The United Nations will continue to foster multilateral cooperation for 
disarmament, wherein bilateral and regional efforts can be complementary and 
mutually supportive in attaining the purposes and principles of the United 
Nations. The international community can further promote disarmament through 
the United Nations by building upon its achievements in this field, including 
the Final Document of the Tenth Special Session of the General Assembly 
(resolution S-10/2), which was adopted by consensu?. 

“6. The international community affirms the positive role that an informed 
public can play in the process of disarmament by promoting constructive and 
realistic dialogue on issues related to disarmament. In this regard, the 
pursuit of the World Disarmame nt Campaign and the observance of Disarmament Week 
will continue to play a useful role. Reflecting a growing understanding and 
cosanitment in dealing with the global problems of peace and security, it 
recognizes that non-governmental organisations play an invaluable role. It also 
supports an enhanced role for women in developing the conditions for enduring 
peace. 

‘7. As the world mov% towards the twenty-first century, it is evident that 
future generations will need increasing knowledge and understanding of the 
interdependent nature of life on the planet. Education on international peace 

Is/ League of Nations, Treaty Series, vol. XCIV (1929). No. 2138. 
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and security issues will play a fundaaental part in allowing every individual to 
realire his or her x010 as a responsible member of the world community.' 

L. Guidelines and recommendations for objective information on 
_militarv* 

'1. In order to promote increased openness and transparency on military matters 
and to assist greater coaprehonsion of the dangers of the arms race in all its 
aepecte and of dertabilizing accumulations of arms inconsistent with legitimate 
security needs and to contribute to faster progress towardo the goal of general 
and complete disa rmament under effective international control, the Wnited 
Nation8 disa rmament Conasission, bearing in mind the relevant provisions of the 
Charter of the United Nations and the relevant paragraphs of the Final Document 
of the Tenth Specilrl Session of the General Assembly, the first special 8essiLn 
aavoted to disa rnmment (resolution S-10/2); taking into account the Guidelines 
for appropriate types of confidence-building measure8 and for the implementation 
of such measures on a global or regional level, as adopted by the Codesion at 
it8 1988 substantive session, and relevant General A88embly resolutions, has 
developed the following guidelines for objective information on military 
matters. 

'Obiectives 

'2. Objective information on military matters, though not an end in itself may, 
through a dynamic process over time, serve among others the following purposes: 

l , To encourage openness and transparency on military matter8 in order to 
build confidence, enhance mutual trust and contribute to the 
relaxation of tension and to promote specific disarmament agreements 
and other concrete disarmament measures: 

9, To facilitate the Drocess of arms limitation, reduction and 
elimination, a8 well a8 reduction of armed forces, and the 
verification of compliance with obligations assumed in these areas; 

l , To assist State8 in determining the level of force8 and armaments 
oufficient for an adequate defensive capability; 

l - To increase the predictability of military activities and to avert 
crises and reduce the risk of mili:ary conflict, whether intentional 
or unintentional, by heading off dantierous error8 or misperceptions 
that could generate or precipitate tiem; 

l , To promote greater public understanding and discussion of disarmament 
and security-related issues; 

* Official Records of the General. Assambly, Forty-seventh Session, 
SuDlement No. 42 (A/47/42), annex I. 
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thereby leading to strengthened international peace and security, global as we?.1 
a8 regional, and providing undiminiohad security of all States at the lowest 
possible level of armamenta. 

. rincides 

'3. Thm Charter of the United Nations must be strictly observed. The purposes 
and principles of the Charter anahrinad in Articles 1 and 2 are particularly 
relevant in the context of the provision of objective information on military 
mttera. 

'4. Actiona of States relating to objective information on military matters 
should be governed by the following: 

All States have the reaponalbility to provide objective information on 
military matters and the right of acceaa to such information; 

The provision of objective information on m,ilitary matters should be 
baaed on the principle of non-intervention in the internal affairs of 
States, which includes not only armed intervention but also other 
forms of interference; 

Objective information on military matters should ba made accessible to 
the public of all States to the maximum degree possible consistent 
with national security and the provisions of related agreements; 

Bearing in mind the duty of all States to provide objective 
information on military matters, the States with the largeot and most 
aophisticatad arsenals have a special responsibility in providing 
information; 

Keauureo to promote openness and transparency in military matters, at 
both the global and the regional level, should take into account the 
legitimate security needs of States and the principle of undiminished 
security at the lowest possible level of armaments; 

The provision of objective information on military matters, in the 
regional context, should take account of the specific characteristics, 
degrea of stability and political climate in each particular region in 
relation to the practical level of information necessary to promote 
openness and transparency, with the -zim of contributing to confidence 
and stability; 

Any field of military activity, component or armed tortes of States or 
their armamen ts, whether on their own territories, territories of 
other States or elsewhere, including outer space or the high seas, 
could be considered for the provision of objective information on 
military matters, including on nuclear weapons, other weapons of mass 
destruction, and conventional weapons, as appropriate; 

States should p,,omote, through consultations on their own initiative, 
practical measures on the exchange of objective information on 

/. . 
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military matters, in the light of their specific situation and 
political, military and security conditiona; 

The priorities in disarmame nt established by the General Assembly in 
paragraphs 45 and 46 of the Final Document of its Tenth Special 
Session should be duly taken into consideration, whenever applicable 

measures relating to objective information on military matters are 
taken; 

Ths information to be provided under agreements or arrangements 'lor 
the exchange of objective information on military matters should be 
consisttint in volume, range and quality with the objectives identified 
by the parties. The &ta should be accurate, comparable and provided 
on a reciprocal basis and may, if deemed necessary by the parties, be 
subjact to verification; 

Exchange of information in the context of disa rmament agreements or 
msasures should be designed to meet the specific provisions of such 
accord8; 

Information obtained under specific agreements may be restricted to 
the participants; 

Measures to promote openneoo and transparency may be unilateral, 
bilateral or multilateral, smubregional, regional or global, and may 
ume the potential of the United Nations; 

Such measures should be carried out in harmony with other efforts to 
build confidence, to promote disarmame nt and to strengthen security; 

As an important confidence-building measure, the provision of 
objective information on military matters can both promote, and in its 
turn be promoted by, improvement in the political climate among States 
concerned. 

'5. The potential for increase of openness and transparency through provision 
or exchange of objective information on military matters in all its aspects is 
as uide as the whole military field. The scope of any particular exercise will 
depend on the objective pursued and should be defined in accordance with the 
fortlgoing principles through consultations on an equal footing by parties 
concerned and can be adjusted, as neceosary, upon their agreement. 

'6. The foregoing objectives should be pursued in accordance with the foregoing 
principlee through L range of mechanisms to promote the provision of objective 
information on military matters in a comprehensive and equitable manner, both 
within the United Nations system and outside it. 
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'7. The United Narions should promote the provision of objective information on 
military matters, jnter alia, through: 

9, Relevant guidelines and other recommendations developed by the 
Disarmament C&ssion; 

=- Collection and publication of information on military budgets provided 
by Member States on the basis of its standardized reporting system or 
possible future improvement thereof; 

6 
0, Maintenance of the United Nation8 Register of Conventional Arms; 

l - United Nations studies carried out in accordance with General Assembly 
resolutions; 

l - Related activities of the United Nations regional centres for peace 
and disarmment; 

9, Research performed under the aegis of the United Nations Institute for 
Disarmament Research; 

II- Operation of appropriate databases in accordance with the provisions 
of relevant resolutions and provision of advisory services, if 
requested by Member States. 

In addition, if requested by the parties and subject to the availability of 
appropriate resources, the United Nations can assist in data collection and 
dissemination in the context of multilateral treaties on arms limitation and 
disarmament, as is already the case with respect to the Biological Weapons 
Convention. 

-8. The Conference on Disarmamen t can play an important role in promoting the 
provision of objective information on military matters through measures agreed 
upon by its members, in accordance with its rules of procedure. 

l 9. Unilaterel measures as well as bilateral, subregional, regional and other 
multilateral arrangements should also be utilized for the provision of objective 
information on military nkkters. 

g@xomendations 

-10. In the light of the foregoing objectives and principles, and with the aim 
of enhancing the security of all States, the following recommendations are 
or'iesed Icjr <tiiisidSr;iti~ii. 

'11. The United Nations standardized system of reporting on military 
expenditures, which has attracted a growing number of participating States, 

should continue in operation and could be further improved as a global basis foe 
the provision of objectively and comprehensively comparable information on such 
expendi turos . 
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'12. The United Nations Register of Conventional Arms Phould be operated and 
further developed on the barrio of the relevant resolution of the General 
Assembly and the process set out therein, which is comnded to the Menbar 
States. 

'13. States should, in the meantime, take practical measures, on the basis of 
existing agreements, where applicable, and within appropriate forums, to 
increase openness and transparency in military matters through the provision of 
objective information, including on nuclear weapons, other weapons of mass 
destruction, the transfer of high technology with military applications, imports 
and exports of conventional arms, military holdings, procurement through 
national production and relevant policies. 

'14. Individual States and groups of States should consider formulating 
arrangements, freely arrived at between themselves, to promote the direct flow 
and exchange of information. 

'15. The General Assembly should consider the establishment of groups of experts 
to study ways and means of ensuring greater comparability of nationally supplied 
data. The objective of greater comparability could also be promoted through the 
exchange of information and cooperation among interseted Member States on 
statistical methods." 

M. Guidelines apd reconunendations for reaional approaches 
to disarmament within the context of alobal security* 

'I. RBLATIONSHIP BETWEEN REGIONAL DISARMAMENT, 
ARMS LIMITATION AND GLOBAL SECURITY 

'1. Regional and global approaches to disarmame nt and arms limitation 
complement each other and both should be pursued simultaneously in order to 
promote regional and international peace and security. 

'2. The regional upvroach to disarmame nt and arms limitation is one of the 
esuential elements i.i global efforts to strengthen international peace and 
security. 

'3. Effective measures for disarmament Nld arms limitation at the global level, 
particularly in the field of nuclear weapons and other weapons of mass 
destruction, as well as in the field of conventional weapons, have a positive 
impact on regional disarmament and arms limitation efforts. 

-1 cI--1---. -----_--- -- AL------e ,l...:c~cl~~ -a.. C-L- :,*- ---A..-* m. n~s"rIas auwsI~uL=sJ "‘6 Y*s#~*L-~..C zx? tzzz -L..ILh-U-L".. '\sr, lURI *.*C" UICYUI‘C 
the relationship between security in the region and international security as a 
whole, bearing in mind that the scope and extcnL >i such measures could be 
affected by extraregional factors. 

l Official Records of the General Assemblv, Poxtv-eighth Session, 
aolement No. 42 (A/48/42), annex II. 
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'5. Rsgionsl measures on disarmamen t and arms limitation should lead to the 
relaxation of tension in the region concerned, and may have a positive bearing 
outside the region. 

'6. Regional and interregional agreements on disarmament and arms limitation 
should enhance global security. 

'7. GPobsl agreements on disarmamen t and arms limitation should enhance 
regional security. 

'8. Regional measures on disarmmen t and arms limitation contribute to the 
achievemsnt of goals and principles for disarmmse nt at the global level. 

'11. PRINCIPLES AND GUIDELINES 

l 9. Any regional arrangement for disarmamen t and arms limitation should be in 
conformity with the Charter of the United Nations and international law. 

'10. Regional arrangements for disarmams nt and arrm limitation should be 
consistent. inter alie, with the principle of non-intervention in ths internal 
affairs of States, which includes not only armed intervention, but also other 
forms of interference, as such arrangements have to be freely agreed upon by the 
States concerned. 

'11. Regional disarmament efforts should be pursued in a fair, reasol..able, 
comprehensive and balar.2ed manner. 

'12. The States participating in regional arrangements for diearnrunen tandarms 
limitation should define, as appropriate, the region to which the arra.ngem%nts 
among them apply. 

'13. Regional arrangements for disarmame nt and arms limitation should be open to 
the participation of all the States concerned and agreed freely among them on 
the basis of the principle of the sovereign equality of all states. 

'14. Any regional approach to disarmams nt and arms limitation has to take into 
account the specific conditions and characteristics of the region. 

-15. Regional approaches to disarmament and arms limitation should take into 
account the necessity to address broader, non-military factors which may affect 
security. 

916. Regional arranuaments for disarmament and arms limitation may also tree 
resources of participating States for peaceful purposes, inter alW, the 
promotion of economic and social development of States. 

'17. Regional arrangements for disarmament and army limitation should have no 
harmful effects on the security of other 8+-'-y. 

'18. Regional arrangements for disamammt and ozm Limitation ohould give 
priority to the elimination of the most destabilising military capabilitioo and 
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imbalaxxom, including, where appropriate, in the field of nuclear weapons and 
other weapon8 of mass destruction. 

'19. Regional avproacheu to disarmament and arms limitation can interact 
positively with other initiatives of a region to enhance itm security. 

'20. Regional arrangements for dioarmmant and arm limitation should contribute 
to increasing security and stability in the region at the lowest possible level 
of armaments and armed forces and on the basis of undiminished oecurity for all 
the participating States. 

'21. With regard to nuclear weapons and other weapons of mass destruction, the 
establishment of regional arrangements to prevent proliferation in all its 
aspects contributes to regional and international peace and security. 

'22. Where appropriate, regional arrangements for disarmament and arms 
limitation with a view to eliminating nuclear weapons and other weapons of mass 
destruction would contribute to regional and international peace and security. 

'23. Regional arrangement6 for diaa nuamant and arma limitation ahould, taking 
into account the specific conditions and characteristics of the region, address 
in all its aspects the question of the accumulation of conventional weapons 
beyond the legitimate self-defence requirementa of States. 

'24. Regional approaches and arrangements should seek to address all aspects of 
disarmament and arma limitation considered to be necessary by all of the 
participating States in the region and relevant to the specific security 
situation of the region concerned. and should use step-by-step approaches 
whenever appropriate. 

"25. Regional arrangements for disaxmament and arms limitation should be pulxued 
with particular urgency in regions where tensions and the accumulation of 
armaments are such as to pose serioue threats and thus endanger regional and 
international peace and security. 

'26. Regional arrangement8 for disarmament and arma limitation can produce a 
favourable atmosphere conducive to political aettlernent of regional disputes or 
conflicts. 

l 27. The peaceful settlement of disputes in accordance with the purposes and 
principles of the Charter of the United Nationo and other concrete actions to 
ease regional tensions and build confidence among the States of the region can 
create a political environment conducive to promoting aareements on disarmament 
and arms limitation. 

'28. Regional approaches to dinarmament and arms limitation nhould promote 

transparency and openness in military matters in order to build confidence among 
the States of the region concerned. 

'29. Regional arrangements for disarmament and arms limitation should include 
appropriate verification measures, an agreed upon by the parties concerned, to 
eaeure compliance. 
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'30. Exttaragional State8 should respect regional agreements on disarmament and 
arms limitation and, where appropriate, consider entering into binding 
undertakings to complement such regional agreements. 

'31. Regional approaches to disarmame nt and armz limitation should take into 
account the need to give due priority to eradicating the illicit trade in all 
kinds of weaponr and military equipment, a most disturbing and dangerouo 
phenomenon often associated with terrorism, drug trafficking, organized crime, 
mercenary and other destabilizing activities. 

l 111. WAYS AND MEANS 

‘A. Confidence- and aecuritv-building measures 

l 32. Appropriate confidsnce- and security-building measures which foster mutual 
trust and understanding, as well as transparency and openness, can defuse 
tensions and promote friendly relations among States. Furthermore, such 
measures can facilitate the disarmament and arms limitation process and can 
improve the prospects for the peaceful settlement of disputes, thus contributing 
to maintaining and enhancing regional and international peace and security. 

'33. For confidence- and security-building meaoures at the regional level, 
attention io drawn to the 'Guidelines for appropriate types of confidence- 
building measurea and for the implementation of such measures on a global or 
regional level', as adopted by the General Assembly (resolution 43/78 Ii of 
7 December 1988). u/ Account could also be taken, as appropriate, of the 
experiences gained through the implementation of pieasure~ and guidelines 
designed for the global level, as adopted by the General Aesambly, au well as of 
measures developed in some regions. An illustrative list of measures and 
guidelines in attached in the annex. 

l 34. Bearing in mind the need to maintain and develop an integrated approach to 
international Deace and security, regional arrangements aimed at building 
security and confidence need not be confined to the military field, but could, 
a8 appropriate, also extend to the Dolitical, economic, social, environmental 
and cultural fields. 

"35. If felt necessary, verification of confidence- and security-building 
measures could be considered, devised and adopted by the participating States. 

*36. In addition to regiona; confidence- and security-building measures, 
interregional ones could be adopted. 

I6/ Official Records of the General Assemblv, Fifteenth Special SeE:sion, 
Supplement No. 3 (A/S-15/3), gara. 41. 
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"E. Disarmament and arms limitation aareements 

'37. Regional disarmament and arms liinitation agreements should come from within 
the region. take into account the specific conditions and characteristics of the 
region, and ba open to all States of the region. 

‘38. Regional disarmament and arms limitation agreements should seek to ensure 
security and stability at the lowest level of armaments and armed forces on the 
baais of undiminished security of States and eliminate the capability for 
large-scale offensive action and surprise attacks. States should not seek an 
armament and military spending level that exceeds their legitimate self-defence 
requirements. 

'39. Regional disa rmament and arms limitation agreements may include those aimed 
at facilitating the ultimate elimination of nuclear weapons in the context of 
global efforts to this end, and at eliminating other weapons of mass destruction 
and, jnter alia, their delivery systems, and should, as appropriate, complement 
such agreements at the global level. 

.OO. States are encouraged to conclude regional agreements to regulate the 
acquisition of arms in order to prevent the excessive and destabilizing 
accumulation of arms, without undermining the legitimate self-defence capability 
of the States concerned. 

'41. Regional disarmamen t and arms limitation agreements should aim to reduce 
armaments and military forces to the lowest possible level on the basis of 
undiminished security of States. Forces thus reduced should be demobilized and 
weapona, equipment and facilities above permitted levels within a region should 
ba disposed of by means of destruction, or, where appropriate, conversion. 
Those weapons and facilities should neither be adapted to other weapons systems 
nor redeployed in other regions, nor lead to increased arms transfers to other 
regions. 

'42. Regional disarmament and arm limitation agreements should seek to include 
all types of armed forces, their installations and armaments present in the 
region, including those from States inside and outside the region, without 
prejudice to the inherent right of States to individual and collective self- 
defence. 

'43. In support of efforts for disarmament and arms limitation, States within 
and outside the region should exercise effective control over their weapons and 
military equipment, their arms imports and exports, to prevent them from getting 
into the hands of individuals or groups engaged in the illicit arms trade. 

'44. The consensus text of recommendations on conventional disarmament which was 
adopted by the General Assembly in 1990 should serve as a general guideline for 
all States in their regional approach to arms limitation and disarmament. 

-45. Regional disarmament and arms limitation agreements should include 
appropriate verification measures devised by the parties to such agreements. 
The 16 principles of verification adopted by the General Assembly in 1988 should 
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be observed by all Stateo in their efforts in implementing regional disarmament 
and arms limitation agreements. 

=C. ponas of Deace 

'46. The establiehment of zones of peace and cooperation in various regions of 
the world under appropriate conditions, to be clearly defined and determined 
freely by the States concerned in the zone, taking into account the 
characteristics of the zone and the principles of the Charter of the United 
Nations, and in conformity with international law, can, if appropriately defined 
and agreed upon by interested States, contribute to strengthening the security 
of States within such zones and to international peace and security as a whole. 

'D. Zones free of nuclear weaoons and other 
weanons of mass destruction 

'47. The establishment of zones free of nuclear weapons and other weapons of 
mass destruction on the basis of arrangements freely arrived at among the States 
of the region concerned constitutes an important disarmament measure. The 
process of establishing such zones, in appropriate parts of the world, should be 
encouraged to promote non-proliferation and to contribute to the attainment of 
the ultimate objective of achieving a world entirely free of nuclear weapons and 
other weapons of mass destruction. In the process of establishing such zones, 
the characteristics of each region should be taken into account. The States 
participating in such zones should undertake to comply fully with all the 
objectives, purposee and principles of the agreements or arrangements 
establishing the zones, thus ensuring that they are genuinely free of nuclear 
weaRon and other weapons of mass destruction. 

"48. In order to contribute to the effectiveness of zones free of nuclear 
weapons and other weapons of maas destruction, extraregional States should 
respect the status of such zones. Extraregional States that may have undertaken 
commitments to such zones should fully comply with them and, in the case of 
nuclear-weapon States, refrain from the use or threat of use of nuclear weapons 
against the States in these zones. 

‘E. Consultative and coonerative arrangements 

"49. The establishment of regional consultative forums on peace, security, 
cooperation and development may facilitate regional approaches to disarmament 
&& szy 1 '.d car: R_ .&a..,--..a---... 

"50. Regional and interregional arrangements for cooperation and exchange of 
information could be considered. In this context, the knowledge and 
understanding on the regional level about the most destabilizing weapons and 
military capabilities could assist in the conclusion of regional agreements on 

disarmament and arms limitation. 
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'IV. ROLlI OF THE UNITED NATIONS 

'51. In carrying out its role in the field of di8armamen t, the United Nation8 
should 8eek to promote complementarity between regional and global proceoseo of 
disarmament by e8tabli8hing effective liairon and coogeration with relevant 
regional bodieo. The United Nation8 can contribute to the regional disarmament 
and arms limitation process, jnter alia, by: 

'(a) Facilitating regional disarmame nt efforts in cooperation with other 
appropriate United Nation8 bodieo and international organizations; 

'(b) Collecting and di88eminating information on disarmanae nt andarms 
limitation, including the experience of the United Nation8 in carrying out 
activities related to the maintenance of international peace and security; 

'(c) Promoting greater openness in military matters through the United 
Nation8 Register of Conventional Arms and the United Nations standardized system 
of reporting on military expenditures; 

'(d) Facilitating the functions of the existing United Nations Regional 
cent Ken ; 

'le) Serving as a source of expertise in disarmamen t and arms limitation; 

'(f) Organizing and, where appropriate, coordinating conferences on 
regionaldisarmamen t issuee, including confidence- and security-building 
meaoures ; 

'(g) Assisting, where regional arrangements so provide, in verifying 
compliance. 

'52. The recommendations on the role of the United Nation8 in the field of 
di8armament which were adopted by the General Aseembly in 1990 should serve a8 
uoeful guidelines for enhancing the role of the United Nations with respect to 
regional approaches to disarmament and arm8 limitation. 

‘ANNEX 

"Illustrative list of confidence- and 
eecuritv-building measures 

"1. Measures and guideline8 as adooted 
by the Genclral _9soe&Ly 

"(a) United Nations otandardized system of reporting on military 
expenditures (1980); 

'(b) United N&ions Register of Conventional Arm8 (1991); 

'(c) Guidelines and recommendations for objective information on military 
matter8 (1992). 
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"2. yeasure develoned and imnlemented in some reoions 

'(a) Confidence- and oecurity-building measures in the political, economic, 
social, environmental and cultural fields; 

O(b) Rxchange of information on armed forces and military activities; 

l (c) Dissemination of militarily relevant information, for example, on arms 
transfers and military budgets; 

O(d) Inspections, observations and visits to military facilities and 
activities, including overflight regimes; 

'(e) Regional seuninarn on security-related issues, such as military 
doctrines. confidence- and security-building measurea, illegal arms traffic, 
transfers of conventional arms; 

O(f) Establishment of effective communications between military and 
political authorities of different States; 

O(g) Rotabliohment of regional security institutions charged with a variety 
of tasks affecting the security of States in a region, s,uch as conflict 
prevention, arms control, elimination of illegul arms traffic.' 

N. Guidelines for international unns trensflrs in the 
context of General Assembly resolution 46/36 H of, 
6 December 1991* 

"I. INTRODUCTION 

'1. Arms transfers are a deeply entrenched phenomenon of contemporary 
international relations. All States have the inherent right to self-defence, as 
enshrined in the Charter of the United Nations, and consequently the right to 
acquire 1rms for their security, including arms from outside sources. However, 
inter. ionel transfers of conventional arms have, in recent decades, acquired a 
dimens, n and qualitative characteristics which, together with the increase in 
illicit arm trafficking, give rise to serious &nd urgent concerns. 

‘2. Arm8 transfers should he addressed in conjunction with the question of 
maintaining international peace and security, reducing regional and 
i&~r~Ptiqm*l tanaiama, preventing and resolving conflicts and disputes, 
building and enhancing confidence, and promoting disarmament as well as social 
and economic development. Restraint and greater openness, including various 
transparency measures, can help in this respect and contribute to the promotion 
of international peace and security. 

* Official Records of the General Assemblv, Fifty-first Session, 
Sunblement No. 42 (A/51/42), annex I. 
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'3. The problem of tht illicit traffic in arma has a social and humanitarian 
component in addition to its ttchnical, economic and political dimensions. The 
human suffering that is caused, inter alia, by the devastating consequences of 
war, destabilising violtnct and conflicts, terrorism, mercenary activities, 
subversion, drug trafficking, common and organizad crime end other criminal 
actions cannot be ignored. Tht negative effects of illicit arms trafficking can 
often be disproportionately large, particularly for the internal security and 
oocio-tconomic dtvelopment of affected States. Illicit arms trafficking, which 
affects many countries and l evtral regions of the world, puts to the test the 
capacity of States to find a solution to it. 

'4. Legal, political and technical differences in internal control of armaments 
and their transfar and, in some cases, inadequacy or absence of such controls 
can contribute to the growing illicit traffic in arms. 

'5. International cooperation in curbing illicit arms trafficking and in 
condemning it will assist in focusing the attention of the international 
comaunity on this phenomenon and will be an important factor in combating it. 

'6. The United Nations, in keeping with its overall purposes and principles, 
has a legitimate interest in the field of arms transfers, rtcognized by the 
Charter, which refers specifically to the importance of the regulation of 
armaments for the maintenance of international peace and security. 

'7. Illicit arms trafficking is understood to cover that international trade in 
conventional arms, which is contrary to the laws of States and/or international 
law. 

‘8. Limitations on arme transfers can be found in international treaties, 
binding decisions adopted by the Security Council under Chapter VII of the 
Charter of the United Nations and the principles and purposes of the Charter. 

"II. SCOPE 

‘9. According to paragraph 1 of General Assembly resolution 43175 I of 
7 December 1988, entitled *International arms transfers', arms transfers in all 
their aspects deserve serious consideration by the international community. The 
General Assembly, in paragraph 4 of its resolution 48/75 F of 16 December 1993, 
of the same title, noted that the Disarmame nt Conraiesion had included the 
question of international arms transfers, with particular reference to 
resolution 46/36 Ii of 6 December 1991, also of the same title, in the agenda of 
its substantive session in 1994. 

'10. In its resolution 46/36 Ii, the General Assembly called upon all States to 
give high priority to eradicating illicit arms trafficking in all kinds of 
weapons and military equipment; urged Member States to exercise effective 
control over their weapons end military equipment and their arms imports and 
exports to prevent them from getting into the hands of parties engaged in 
illicit arms trafficking; and also urged Member States to ensure that they had 
in place an adequate system of laws and administrative machinery for regulating 
and monitoring effectively their transfer of arms, to strengthen or adopt strict 
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measures for their enforcement, and to cooperate at the international, regional 
and subregional levels to harmonize, where appropriate, relevant laws, 
regulations and administrative procedures as well as their enforcement measures, 
with the goal of eradicating illicit arms trafficking. 

'11, Licit transfers of conventional arms can be addressed, inter alia, through 
national legislative and administrative actions and increased transparency. The 
objective in the case of illicit arms trafficking must be the eradication of 
this phenomenon. 

'12. All stages of illicit arms trafficking should be the focus of scrutiny. An 
essential factor in eradicating illicit arms trafficking is the effective 
control of arms to prevent them from being acquired by unauthorized persons. 

"III. PRINCIPLES 

'13. In their efforts to control their international arms transfers and to 
prevent, combat and eradicate illicit arms trafficking, States should bear in 
mind the principles listed below. 

'14. States ehuuld respect the principles and purposes of the Charter of the 
United Nations, including the right to self-defence; the sovereign equality of 
all its Members; non-interference in the internal affairs of Statee; the 
obligation of Bhmbera to refrain in their international relations from the 
threat or use of force against the territorial integrity or political 
independence of any State: the settlement of disputes by peaceful mean8; and 
respect for human rights; and continue to reaffirm the right of self- 
determination of all peoples, taking into account the pnrticular situation of 
peoples under colonial or other forms of alien domination or foreign occupation, 
and recognize the xight of peoples to take legitimate action in accordance with 
the Charter of the United Nations to realize their inalienable right of self- 
determination. This shall not be construed as authorizing or encouraging any 
action that would dismember or impair, totally or in part, the territorial 
integrity or political unity of sovereign and independent States conducting 
themselves in compliance with the principle of equal rights and self- 
determination of peoples and thus possessed of a Government representing the 
whole people belonging to the territory without distinction of any kind. 

'15. States should recognize the need for tran&arency in arms transfers. 

'16. States should recognize the responsibility to prohibit and eradicate 
illicit arms trafficking and the need for measures to achieve this end, taking 
into account the inherent.ly clandestine nature of this traffic. 

"17. States, whether producers or importers, have the responsibility to seek to 
ensure that their level of armaments is commensurate with their legitimate self- 
defence and security requirements, including their 'bility to participate in 
United Nations peace-keeping operations. 

"10. States have responsibilities in exercising restraint over the production 
and procurement of arms as well as transfers. 
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'19. Economic or cmrcial considrrations should not be the only factors in 
international arms transfom. Other factors include. jnter alia, the 
maintenance of international peace and oscurity ant' efforts aimed at easing 
international tensions, promoting social and economic development, peacefully 
resolving regional conflicts, preventing arms races and achieving disarmament 
under effective international control. 

'20. Arms-producing or supplier States have a tesponsibility to seek to ensure 
that the quantity and level of sophistication of their arms exporta do not 
contribute to instability and conflict in their regions or in other countries 
and ragions or to illicit trafficking in arms. 

'21. States receiving arms have an euivalent responsibility to seek to ensure 
that the quantity and the level of sophistication of their arms imports are 
comurate with their legitimate self-defence and security requirementa and 
that they do not contribute to instability and conflict in their regions or in 
other countries and regions or to illicit trafficking in arms. 

'22. International arm0 transfers should not be used as a means to interfere in 
the internal affairs of other States. 

‘IV. WAYS AND bIEANs 

‘A. National 

'23. States ohould ensure that they have an adequate system of national laws 
and/or regulations and administrative procedures to exercise effective control 
over armaments and the export and import of arms in order, among other goals, to 
prevent illicit arms trafficking. 

'24. States should acrutinize their national arms-control legislation and 
procedures and, where necessary, strengthen them in order to increase their 
effectiveness in preventing the illegal production, trade in and possession of 
arms in their territory that can lead to illicit arms trafficking. 

'25. States should intensify their efforts to prevent corruption and bribery in 
connection with the transfer of arms. State6 should make all efforts to 
identify, apprehend and bring to justice all those involved in illicit arms 
trafficking. 

"26. States should establish and maintain an effective system of export and 
import licences for international arms traneferu with requirements for full 
~,Imrln"+lndv a-.- ClClU --rw-- ----* ---uw.r--"-"... 

'27. The expoxting State should seek to obtain an import certificate from the 
receiving State covering the exported arms. The receiving State should seek to 
ensure that imported arms are covered by a certified licence of the authorities 
in f .ie supplying State. 

"28. The use of smsll arms and light weapons in confLicts and war has a major 
bearing on regional and international peace and security and national stability. 
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Tba alaxming dissemination and illicit txanefer of ouch weapons and the sexiouo 
threat they po8e require States to ensure strong and effective eupexvision of 
all aspects of trade in such weugonmr. 

'29. States should provide fox adequate numbers of customs officials adequately 
trained to enforce the necessary regulations over the export and import of arms. 

"30. State8 should define, in accordance with their national lawe and 
regulations, which axma axe permitted fox civilian use and which may be used or 
poaseesed by the military and police forces. 

'31. In developing practical measures at the national level, States Bhould take 
into account and apply, ae appropriate, the relevant recommendations of 
Interpol. 

'32. States should xecognize that combating illicit axmu trafficking and 
reducing those potentially negative aspects of the axm trade require reciprocal 
conxuitments by producer and recipient countries, including through defence- 
conversion programmes and by way of refraining from destabilizing accumulations 
of armamenta. 

.B. Intarnational 

'33. All arms-transfer agreements and axxangement8, in particular between 
Governments, should be designed 80 as to reduce the possibility of diversion of 
axma to unauthoxized destinations and persons. In this context, a requirement 
by the exporter fox import licences ox verifiable end-use/end-user certificates 
fox international axma transfers is an important measure to prevent unauthoxized 
diverslio,i. 

'34. Statea should cooperate at the bilateral and multilateral levels as 
appropriate to share relevant custom6 information on trafficking in and 
detection of illicit axma and coordinate intelligence efforts. In this context, 
States should endeavour to ensure effective control of borders with a view to 
preventing illicit axmu trafficking. 

"35. States should intensify international cooperation in the relevant field of 
criminal law. They should assist each other in the development and enforcement 
of effective national contxols, with a view to curbing the evasion of justice by 
illicit arms traffickers. 

'36. In order to help combat illicit arms trafficking, States should make c- . .- eLLU+Ls Lo uesvt;liir&i &ii12 &iGiC~ tk a*wi~c~~-~.~ v1 ---:--CL- rC --acihla eerrvlr+Ro in the+v -"uyI"-.v-- -.. -__--- -- --- -.-~ - 
legislative and administrative procedures fox regulating the export and import 
of axms. 

'37. States have a legal obligation to comply strictly with sanctions and axms 
embargoes imposed by the Security Council under the authority of Chapter VII of 
the Charter of the United Nations. 
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'38. States should report all relevant transactions in their annual reports to 
the Register of Conventional Arms as an important confidence-building measure. 
Those States which do not yet provide annual reports to the Register are 
strongly encouraged to do so. States should also consider developing additional 
transparency measures at the regional, subregional and national levels as well 
88 unilateral transparency measures. 

"39. States should maintain strict regulations on the activities of private 
international arms dealers and cooperate to prevent such dealers from engaging 
in illicit arms trafficking. 

‘V. INSTITUTIONAL ~GF.MRNTS 

‘A. Role of the United Nations 

'40. The United Nations has an important role to play in the field of 
international arms transfers and the eradication of illicit arm8 trafficking in 
accordance with its overall purposes and principles. The cooperation of the 
internationul community is essential for the United Nations to be successful in 
these endeavours. 

'41. In its resolution 43/75 I of 7 December 1989, the General Assembly 

expreosed it8 conviction that arm8 transfers in all their aspects deserve 
serious consideration by the international community, inter alia, because of: 
(a) their potential effects in areas where tension and regional conflict 
threaten international peace and security and national security; (b) their known 
and potential negative effects on the process of the peaceful social and 
economic development of all peoples; and (cl increasing illicit and covert arms 
trafficking. 

‘42. Subsequently, pursuant to that resolution, the Secretary-General submitted 
a study (A/46/301, annex), prepared wk$h the assistance of governmental experts, 
on ways and means of promoting transparency in international transfers of 
conventional arm8 on a universal and non-discriminatory basis, taking into 
consideration the view8 of Member State8 and other relevant information, 
including information on the problem of illicit arms trafficking. A number of 
the recommendation8 made in the study were taken up subsequently in General 
Assembly resolutions 46/36 H end 46/36 L, of 6 and 9 December 1991 respectively. 

"43. Ry its resolution 46136 L, entitled "Transparency in armaments", the 
General Assembly requested the Secretary-General to establish and maintain a 
universal and non-discriminatory Register of Conventional Arms. It, inter alia, 
called upon all Member States to provide data on imports and exports of arms and 
invited them, pending the expansion of the Register, also to provide available 
background information on military holdings, procurement through nat.i.onal 
production and relevant policies. 

"44. Transparency meaFurea concerning arms transfers are not in themselves 
measure8 of limitation or restriction, buk they can in several ways promote and 
facilitate the introduction of unilateral or multilateral measures of restraint 
as well as help in the detection of arms transferred illegally. The United 
Nations, the Conference on j9isanmment and other appropriate international 
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forums should continue to play an important part in the elaboration and adoption 
of transparency measures in the field of arms transfers, including the possible 
improveunent of the Register. 

l 45. The adoption by con8ensus of resolution 46/36 H reflects the concern of the 
international community over the increasing illicit arms trafficking, which, by 
its clandestine nature, defies transparency. This kind of trafficking 
represents one of the major problems for the authorities of many countries which 
attempt to free their territories from the criminal use of arms and the 
consequences it ha8 for peace and stability. Under that resolution, the 
Secretary-General wa8 given the mandate for the promotion of efforts to 
eradicate illicit trafficking in arms. 

'46. In it8 resolution 46136 H, the General Assembly, inter alia, called upon 
all States to give high priority to eradicating illicit arms trafficking in all 
kind8 of wrrJapon8 and military equipment, a most disturbing and dangerous 
phenomenon often associated with terrorism, drug trafficking, organized crime 
and mercenary and other deetabilizing activities, and to take urgent action 
towards that end, a8 reconzzended in the study submitted by the Secretary- 
General. 

l 47. In its resolution M/75 P of 16 December 1993, the General Assembly 
recognized that illicit arms trafficking is a disturbing, dangerous end 
increasingly common phenomenon and that, with the technical sophistication and 
destructive capability of conventional weapons, the destabilizing effects of 
illicit arms trafficking increase. The Assembly also called upon all Member 
States to give priority to eradicating the illicit arm8 trafficking associated 
with deetabilizing activities, such as terrorism, drug trafficking and common 
criminal acts, and to take immediate action towards that end. 

'48. In it8 resolution SO/70 B of 12 December 1995, entitled 'small arms*, the 
General A8sembly requested the Secretary-General to prepare, within the existing 
resources, a report, with the assistance of a panel of qualified governmental 
e%pertS, on the question of small arms and light weapons in all its aspects. 

"49. In it8 resolution 50/70 X, entitled 'AssiStaXe to States for curbing the 
illicit traffic in small arms and collecting them., the General Assembly invited 
the international community to give appropriate support to the efforts made by 
th?s affected countiies to suppress the illicit circulation of small arms, which 
is likely to hamper their development. 

‘B. Other institutional arranqements 

exchanga of information at the global, regional and subregional levels in order 
to assist institutions engaged in the control, tracking and seizure of arms in 
making full-scale efforts to eradicate illicit arms trafficking." 
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0. went of nuclear ‘-w canon-free zongs on the be& 
at amens the States a 

the* 

#I. GENERAL OVERVIEW 

*1. Recent developments in international relations, especially in the fields of 
disarmament and non-proliferation, havr led to increased efforts to consolidate 
existing and to establish new nuclear-weapon-free zone6 on the basis of 
arrangements freely arrived at among the States of the region concerned and to a 
bcttcr understanding of the importance of such zones. 

'2. The Final Document of the Tenth Special Session of the General 
Assembly u/ stated that the establishment of nuclear-weapon-free zones on 
the barie of agreements or arrangements freely arrived at among the States of 
the zone conocrncd and the full compliance with those agreements or 
arrangcmcnte, thus ensuring that the zones are gcnuincly free from nuclear 
weapons, and respect for such zones by nuclear-weapon States constitute an 
important disarmament measure. 

l 3. In 1993, the Disarmame nt Commission unanimously adopted 'Guidelines and 
recoarnendations for the regional approaches to disarmamc nt within the context of 
global security* which included a substantive consideration of zones free of 
nuclear weapona and other weapons of mass destruction. 

l 4. The Gcncral Assembly has over the yeare adopted numerous resolutions on the 
issue of the establisbmcnt of nuclear-weapon-free zones in different regions of 
the world, which reflects the continuing interest of the international community 
in the establisbmcnt of such zones. 

*5. Nuclear-weapon-free zones have ceased to bc exceptional in the global 
strategic cnviroamant. To date, 107 States have signed or become parties to 
treaties cstabliohing existing nuclear-weapon-fret zones. u/ With the 

l A/CN.10/1999/cRP.4, annex. 

W General Assembly resolution S-10/2. 

&@/ These treaties may be described as follows: 

(i) Treaty for the Prohibition of Nuclear Weapons in Latin America 
and tht Caribbean (Trtaty of Tlatelolco) was opened for signature 
on 14 February 1967, thereby establishing for the first time in 
history a nuclear-weapon-free zonct the Treaty has served as a 
model for the promotion of other similar zone6 (United Nations, 
Treatv Serie&, vol. 634, NO. 9069); 

(ii) Tht south Pacific Nuclear Fret Zone Treaty (Treaty of Rarotonga) 
was opened for signature by the State8 of the South Pacific Forum 
on 6 August 1985 (see The United Nations Disarmament Yearbook, 
vol. 10: 1985 (Uniteil Latione publication, Sales No. E.86.IX.7), 

/ . . . 
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addition of Antarctica, which wa8 demilitaritad pursuant to the Antarctic 
Treaty, nuclear-weapon-free zones now cover more than 50 per cent of the Earth's 
luld llLlDB. 

“II. ORJECTIVSS AWD PURPOSES 

“6. Ae has been uaivereally tacogAined, nuclear-weapon-free zones have made and 
coatinue, aa their objective, to make an important CoAtributioA to the 
etrengthening of the international nuclear non-proliferation regime, to achieve 
nuclear diea IZIUnUSAt, to global efforts aimed at achieving the ultimate objective 
of the elimination of nuclear weaporm and, mora broadly speaking, general and 
complete disarmame nt under strict axxi effective international COAtrOl. 

“7. Bach nuclear-weapon-free zo.Ae i~ tbn product of the specific circumstancee 
of the region CoAcerAed and highlighto the diversity of eituatione in the 
different regions. Moreover, the eotabli&uneat of nuclear-weapon-free zones IEL 
a dynamic process. The t.XpCrieACe of existing nuclear-weapon-free zones clearly 
show6 that theec are not static structures and aleo, in epite of the diversity 
of situation ia different regions, highlights the feasibility of the 
eet0bliuhmeAt of the hew nuclear-weapon-free zones on the baeirr of arrangements 
freely arrived at among the states of the region COACerAed. 

me. Nuclear-weapon-free zones help to strengthen the security of the States 
that b8lOAg t0 euch ZOACB. 

"9. Wucleer-weapon-free BOA~E are a~ important diearmameA t tool which 
contributes to the primary objective of etrengthening regional peace and 
security and, by extension, international peace and security. They are also 
coneidertd to be important regional confidence-building IneasureP. 

*lo. Nuclear-weapon-free zone@ cam aleo be a means of expreoeing aAd promoting 
cornmop values in the areas of nuclear diearmament, anus control and 
non-proliferation. 

"11. For the Statte parties to the Treaty on the WOA-PrOliftratiOA of Nuclear 
Weapona, u/ nuclear-weapon-free zones are a~ important complementary 
instrument to the Trtaty, article VII of which explicitly recognizee the right 
of any group of States to conclude regional trtaties in order to atmurt the 

appendix VII); 

(iii) The Treaty OA the Southeaet Asia Nuclear-Weapon-Free Zone (treaty 
of annoknk\ wea nnrr~il fe,r aignnture on 15 December 1995 as pare 4--- -* ~C -~~~ 
of the eetabliehmenc of a zone of peace, freedom and neutrality 
in South-Paet A&a; 

(iv) The African Nuclear-Weapon-Free-Zone Treaty (Treaty of Pelindaba) 
wae opened for signature on II April 1996 (A/50/426, annex). 

u/ United Nationa, Treaty Seriee, vol. 729, ~0. 10485. 
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total absence of nuclear weapona in their respective territories. The decision 
on 'Principles and objectives for nuclear non-proliferation and disarmame nt' in 
the pinal Document of the 1995 Review and Extension Conferences of the Parties 
to the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons, 2p/ adopted in 
1995, reaffirmed the conviction of the States partieo to the Treaty on the 
Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons that the astablishment of internationally 
recognized nuclear-weapon-free zones, on the basis of arrangements freely 
arrived at among the State6 of the region concerned, enhances global and 
regional peace and eecurity. 

~12. Nuclear-weapon-free zones considerably strengthen and increase the nuclear 
non-proliferation obligations of non-nuclear-weapon States parties to the Treaty 
on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons to refrain from acquiring nuclear 
weapons and to develop and use nuclear energy solely for peaceful purposes and 
in accordance with the safeguards established by the International Atomic Energy 
Agency (IA&M. 

"13. Nuclear-weapon-free zones are a useful complement to the international 
regime for the prohibition of any nuclear-weapon-test explosions or any other 
nuclear explosion. 

~14. Sy signing and ratifying the relevant protocols to the treaties 
establishing nuclear-weapon-free zones, nuclear-weapon States undertake legally 
binding conmitments to respect the status of such zones and not to use or 
threaten to uet nuclear weapons against States parties to such treaties. 

*15. The current nuclear-weapon-free zones have served and are serving as an 
example for the establishment of new zones. At the same time, they offer 
support and the benefit of their experience to States that are c-bnsidering 
proposals or proceeding to establish nuclear-weapon-free zones in other regions. 

*16. Nuclear-weapon-free zones may serve, as long as the respective treaty 
provide6 therefor, as a framework for international cooperation on the use of 
nuclear energy for peaceful purposes in the region, which will promote economic, 
scientific and technological development of the States parties. 

*17. Nuclear-weapon-free zones may also serve to promote cooperation aimed at 
ensuring that the regions concerned remain free of environmental pollution from 
radioactive wastes and other radioactive substances and, as appropriate, 
enforcing internationally agreed standards regulating international 
tramportation of those substances. 

"III. PRINCIPLES AND GUIDELINES 

"19. The principles and guidelines presented below can be regarded only as a 
non-exhaustive list of generally accepted observations in the current stage of 

a/ 1995 Review and Extension Conference of the Parties co the Treaty on 
the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear WeaDofis, Final Document, Part I 
(NPT/CONP.1995/32 (Part I), annex, decision 2). 
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the development of nuclear-weapon-free zones and are baaed on current practiceo 
and available experiences, bearing in mind that the proceoe of establishing 
nuclear-weapon-free zones should allow for the harmonious implementation of each 
of these principles and guidelinea. 

'19. The establishment of nuclear-weapon-free zones ie coneietent with a variety 
of objectives. The important contribution of nuclear-weapon-fret zones to the 
strengthening of the international non-proliferation regime and to regional and 
world peace and security has been universally rccognized. 

"20. Nuclear-weapon-free zones should be established on the basis of 
arrangements freely arrived at among the States of the region concerned. 

y21. The initiative to establish a nuclear-weapon-free zone should emanate 
exclueively from States within the region concerned and be pursued by all the 
State6 of that region. 

*22. In cases where consensus exists on the goal to establish a 
nuclear-weapon-free zone in a given region, efforts exerted by the States of the 
region concerned aimed at the establishment of such a zone should be encouraged 
and supported by the international community. Assistance should be provided, as 
appropriate, including through the essential role of the United Nations, to the 
States of the region concerned in their efforts to establish a 
nuclear-weapon-free zone. 

"23. All the States of the region concerned should participate in the 
negotiations on and the establishment of such a zone on the basis of 
arrangements freely arrived at among the States of the region concerned. 

L24. The status of a nuclear-weapon-f-ee zone should be respected by all States 
parties to the treaty establishing the zone as well as by States outaide the 
region, including all States whose cooperation and support are essential for the 
maximum effectiveness of such a zone, namely, the nuclear-weapon Statee and, if 
there are any, States with territory or internationally responsible for 
territories situated within the zone concerned. 

"25. The nuclear-weapon States should be consulted during the negotiations of 
each treaty and its relevant protocol(a) establishing a nuclear-weapon-fret zone 
in order to facilitate their signature to and ratification of the relevant 
protocol(s) to the treaty, through which they undertake legally binding 
commitments to the status of the zone and not to uze or threaten to use nuckar 
weapons against Statto parties to the treaty. 

"26. ff there are any States with territory or internationally responsible for 
territories within the zone concerned, these States should be consulted during 
the negotiations of each treaty and its relxvant protocols establishing a 
nuclear-weapon-free zone with a view to facilitating their signature and 
ratification of the relevant protocol(s) to the treaty. 

"27. The process of establie\ing the zone should take into account all the 
relevant characteristics of the region concerned. 
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"28. The tetabliehment of further nuclear-weapon-frtt zonts rtaffinne the 
commitment of the States that btlong to such zonts to honour thtir legal 
obligations deriving from other inttrnational instrumentu in force in the area 
of nuclear non-proliferation and disa rmament to which they are partite. 

"29. The obligations of all tht States partieo to a trtaty tetabliehing a 
nuclear-wtapon-frte zone should be clearly defined and be legally binding, and 
tht States parties should fully abide by ouch agreements. 

"30. The arrangtments relating to a nuclear-weapon-fret zone should be in 
conformity with the principles and rules of international law, including the 
United Nations Convention on tht Law of tht Sea. a/ 

"31. States parties to a nuclear-weapon-free zone extrcieing their sovereign 
rights and without prtjudice to the purposes and objectives of such a zone, 
remain fret to decide for themselves whtthtr to allow visits by foreign ships 
and aircraft to their ports and airfields, transit of their airspace by foreign 
aircraft, and navigation by foreign ships in or over their territorial sea, 
archipelagic waters, or straits that art used for international navigation, 
while fully honouring the rights of innocent passage, archipelagic sta lane 
passage or transit passage in straits that art used for international 
navigation. 

*32. A treaty establishing a nuclear-weapon-fret zone batatd on arrangtments 
freely arrivtd at among the States of the region concerned, and fully taking 
into account any other obligations that such States may havt undtr existing 
regional and international arrangements, if applicable, should be implemented by 
the States partiee conctrned in accordance with their individual constitutional 
requirements and should be consistent with international law and the rights and 
obligations rtcogniztd in the Charter of the United Nations. States parties to 
the current nuclear-wtapon-fret zones should tneurt that their adhertnce to 
other international and regional agrtemtnfs dots not entail any obligations 
contrary to their obligationti under the nuclear-wtapon-frtt zone treaties. 

n33. A nuclear-weapon-fret zone should provide for the effective prohibition of 
the development, manufacturing, control, possession, testing, stationing or 
transporting by the States parties to the treaty of any type of nuclear 
explosive device for any purpose, and should stipulate that States parties to 
the treaty do not permit the stationing of any nuclear explosive devices by any 
other State within the zone. 

"34. A nuclear-weapon-free zone should provide for the effective verification of 
compliance with the commitments made by the partite to the treaty, inter alla, 

a/ Official Records of the Third United Nations Conference on the Law of 
the Sea, vol. XVII (United Nations publication, Sales No. E.84.V.31, document 
A/CONF.62/122. 
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through the application of full-8COpC IAEA safeguards to all nuclear activities 
in the zone. a/ 

"35. A nuclear-weapon-free zone rhould con8titute a geographical entity whoee 
boundurite are to be ck~~ly defin8d by ,?roupective State8 parties to the 
nuclear-weapon-free 8one treaty through full coruultatione with other State8 
concerned, eepecially in caoeu where taxritoriee in dispute are involved, with a 
view to facilitating agreement of those States concerned. 

"36. Nuclear-weapon State8 should, for their part, auuume in full their 
obligation8 vie-8-vie nuclear-weapon-free zone8 upon eigning and ratifying 
relevant protocols, including etrict compliance with the etatute of the 
nuclear-wc.upon-free zone and, through the eigning of relevant protocols, enter 
into binding legal coaJaitmente not to uue or threaten to use nuclear weapon8 
again& the State8 that belong to the nuclear-weapon-free zone. 

"37. A nuclear-weupon-free zone abould not prevent the uue of nuclear science 
and tee? alogy for peaceful purpose8 and could also promote, if provided for in 
the treaties establishing such zoneu, bilateral, regional and international 
cooperation for the peaceful use of nuclear energy in the zone, in support of 
6ocio-economic, scientific and technological development of the State8 parties. 

"IV. THE WAY AEIEAD 

"38. The number of initiative6 taken to e8tabliUh new nuclear-weapon-free zones 
ie clear evidence of the importance of such zone8 to current international 
efforts to promote disarmament, arms control and non-proliferation. 

'39. All existing nuclear-weapon-free zone8 ehould come into force a8 uoon as 
pO88ibla. States that are otill in the proceee of considering their signature 
and/or ratification of the treatie8 and r8ltVae protocol8 establiehing the 
exieting nuclear-weapon-free zones are encouraged to proceed therewith. In thie 
context, cooperation and efforts by all States concerned are tesential. 

*40. The establishment of nuclear-weapon-free zone8 in regions for which 
consensus resolutions of the Gtntral Assembly exist, euch as the Middle Eaet and 
Central Asia, as well au the development of zone8 fret from all weapons of mass 
dtetruction, should be encouraged. a/ 

"41. Vigorous effort8 should be made to utcure cooperation and coordination 
umong the States partiee and signatories to nuclear-weapon-free zone treaties in 
order to promote their common objectivee. Me&us of nuclear-weapon-fret zones 

a/ Based on IAEA document INFCIRC/153, as strengthened by document 
INFCIRC/540. 

a/ Owing to its unique geographical circumstances, Mongolia has declared 
its nuclear-weapon-free status in order to promote its security. This status 
was welcomed by the General Assembly in its consensus resolution 53/77 D of 
4 December 1998. 
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could also work together to share experience6 with States of other regions and 
support their effort8 to establioh further nuclear-weapon-free zones. 

'42. Any State from a region concerned has the right to propose the 
eotablisbment of a nuclear-weapon-free zone in it0 region. 

'43. Any proposal on the establishment of a nuclear-weapon-free zone on the 
basis of arrangements freely arrived at should only be considered after 
COM~MUB on the objective hae been achieved in broad consultations within the 
region concerned. 

-44. Without prejudice to the provisions of the United Nations Convention on the 
LBW of the sea, including the principle of the freedom of the high seas, and to 
other applicable treaties, political relations and cooperation among the States 
parties and eignaeorieo to nuclear-weapon-free zone treaties can be expanded and 
consolidated in the context of the ultimate goal of elimination of all nuclear 
waapono, particularly in the Southern Hemisphere and adjacent areas. 

*4S. The international c ommunity should continue to promote the creation of 
nuclear-weapon-free zones around the globe, in an effort towards achieving the 
ultimate goal of freeing the entire world from all nuclear weapons, a8 Well as 
other weapons of mass destruction, and, more broadly speaking, of general and 
complete dis- nt under strict and effective international control, SO that 
future generations could live in a more stable and peaceful atmosphere." 

P. Euidelinee on conventional arms control/limitation and disarmament, 
pith Daxticular emmhasis on consolidation of meace in the context 
of General Aseembl~ resolution 51145 N+ 

"I . INTRODUCTION 

"1. The conflicts of today highlight, ?n the one hand, the need in 
post-conflict situations for a comprehensive approach integrating certain 
practical disarmament meaeures, particularly with regard to small arms and light 
weapons, and, on the other hand, the need for further initiatives in the area of 
conventional arms control/limitation. The excessive accumulation of small arms 
and light weapons, the absence of control to arrest it and the illicit arms 
trade continue to have a negative effect on the internal security and 
socio-economic development of affected States. 

a2. Thie excessive and destabilizing accumulation not only threatens national, 
regional and international security, prolongs conflicts and hampers conflict _ -_. . .- &eI"AU‘*"‘I, a~ui erodue negotiated peace eettiements, but can be ilnkeci to intra- 
and inter-8tate crime, terrorism, violence and lawlessness. The consequences 
for economic and social development and for the humanitarian situation in the 
countries and regions concerned are often devastating. 

* A/CN.lO/l999/CRP.6, annex. 
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"3. The txccaaivc accumulation of small arrps and light weapons can best be 
averted by a combination of reduction and prevention measures: 

n (i) The purpose of reduction measures ?r the speedy removal of quantities 
of ourplus weapons through their corlection and/or destruction; 

* (ii) In the case of prevention measures, the objective should be to scale 
down over time the numbers of small arms and light weapons to a level 
that corresponds to a country's legitimate self-defence and security 
interests, to be defined by itself. 

*4. In the case of both 8ets of measureB, the international community is 
encouraged to provide aasiatanct in support of national and regional actions and 
to foeter coordination bctwcen ouch actions. A key objective in the 
consolidation of peace is to allow the administrative capacity and 
infrastructure that were damaged during the conflict to be rebuilt in a process 
of conversion from war to peace. 

"5. Other conventional arms control/limitation and disa rmament memures art 

al50 required to addreeo the problem, such as arms control, confidence-building 
and tranepartncy meaeurcs, and the combating of the illicit arma trade in small 
arms and light waapone. Practical diaa rmament measurc~ have a special relevance 
to a conflict which is approaching EOhtiOn; to a recently ended conflict; and 
as a conatquence, to preventing a conflict from re-emerging. Such measures 
could include arms control, collection, atorage end/or destruction, demining, 
dtmobiliaation and integration. 

"6. The report of the Secretary-General on the consolidation of peace through 
practical disarmamen t measures (A/52/299), submitted pursuant to general 
Assembly resolution 51/45 N, contains a set of recommendations addreesed to 

Member States in which measure6 are proposed to reduce and prevent cxcceeive 
accumulation and proliferation of small arms. The report of the 
Secretary-General on amall arms (A/52/298) was submitted on 27 August 1997 to 
the General Assembly. General Assembly resolutions 52/38 G and 53/77 M are also 
relevant. 

"II. SCOPE 

n7. The guidelines that follow, having regard, $nter alia, to General Assembly 
resolution 51/45 N of 10 December 1996, are primarily applicable for the 
consolidation of peace in post-conflict eituatione. 

“TTI _ PRIkJCIPLEz 

“8. - In formulating and implementing practical disarmament measures for the 
consolidation of peace in regions that have suffered from conflicts, 
States should fully respect the purports and principles of the Charter 
of the United Nations, including those contained in paragraph 14 of 
the guidelines for international arms trr?efere in the context of 

/ . . . 
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l , The gui&linee tbet follow ehould be applied on a voluntaty beeis and 
with the coneent of the States coucerned; 

l m  Peace l greemente freely arrived at l hould be respected end adhered to 
by all concerned, thereby providiug the beet guarantee for the 
coneolidation of peace in poet-conflict situatione; 

l , In the implementation of the gufdeliaee, the root caueee of conflict 
and the specific conditions and characterietics of the B&on 
concerned, euch at political, coumercial, eocio-tcoLloml~, ethnic, 
culture1 and ideological fectore, chould be taken into accOuI1t; 

a, States within a region, ee well ae thooe outaide, with a special 
influence on parties to a conflict, have a particular reeponeibility 
to promote unu control and dieerumment amaeuree with a view to the 
coneolidation of peace in the region concerned; 

l , The guidelfnee that follow should not be used am a meama to lnterferc 
in the interual affairs of other Statout 

., The principles contained in the following doczamen to are aho 
applicable: 

a, Guidelinee for international arme trenefere in the context of General 
Aeoembly resolution 46/36 S of 6 December 1991, &/ adopted in 1996; 

*, Guidclinee end rccoamende tione for regional approaches to dieannement 
within the context of global security, W adopted in 1993; 

a, Guidelines for the study on conventional diearmament, a/ adopted 
in 1902. 

22/ Ibid., Eprtv-eio@th su suo~l~ nt No, @ (A/46/42), annex xx; 
444 also eect. M above. 

26/ See uect. D ebov6. 
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*IV. PRACTXAL DISRRMAMENT MEWURRS PI FOST-CONFLICT SITUATIONS 

“9. In occordancs with the agreement reached, an early and accurate baeeline 
inventory and periodic reaeseeement of the arms in the poeeeeaion of the 
combatants is a prereguieite to an efficient arms collection, control, disposal 
and/or destruction process. Thue, following the collection, control, Becure 
storage and/or destruction of arms, it is neceesary to determine which arms are 
surplue to the legitimate defence requirements of the State, as defined by 
itcelf. 

'10. There should be a secure collection ;tnd storage of such arms from the 
demobilized combatants or those in civilian hands, with the poeeible use of 
incentive programmes, provided that thew do not themeelvee create a market for 
a-, such as 'turn-in', 'buy-back', 'swap' or weapone-for-development 
programmea, or through other appropriate measures. 

"11. Where an agreement providee for the destruction 02 anus, the rapid, 
reliable and transparent deetruction of eurplue anna ie an indispensable step to 
rendering an agreement concrete. Experience has ohown that a public display of 
the destruction of euch weapon6 can help to dramatizt the enactment of peace and 
to consolidate it. 

"12. Where appropriate, the conversion of military facilities for civilian use 
should be encouraged. 

n13. As part of an effective poat-conflict anne control programme, 
(i) compliance with arms embargoes declared by the United Nation@ security 
Council and (ii) execution of voluntary regional import/export moratorium5 
should be implemented through, intar alia: 

"(a) Cooperation between neighbouring eecurity, police and custom8 
organfzatione, including the assistance of national contact centres of the 
International Criminal Police Organfzation; 

"lb) Combined border-guard operations; 

w(c) fnternational and coordinated United Nations support for adherence to 
agzeed measures; 

m(d) Regional dr ictt+n~?~onal agreements to combat illicit anna 
trafficking. 

"B . Demininu and other mine actions 

"14. The cessation of minelaying should be an integral part of ceasefire and 
peace agreements, wherever applicable. 

/  
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*lS. In areas where anti-personnel land mines have bean laid during a conflict 
and there iu agreement to destroy these miner, post-conflict activities must 
give priority to an integrated mine action programme which includes mine 
clearance and destruction, victim assistance and the rciutegration of mine 
victims into civil society. 

"16. The collection of mines and other explosive ordnance should be discouraged 
and their destruction ensured & situ. 

*17. Information should be provided on mines laid during the conflict. Such 
meaeuree as the delineation of mined areas and poeting of warning signs should 
be taken to prevent further victlmization of civilians. 

y1El. States involved in the deployment of mines can play an important role in 
aaaieting mine clearance in mine-affected countries through the provision of 
neccseary maps and information and appropriate technical and material assistance 
to remove or otherwise render ineffective existing minefields, mines and 
boobytraps. 

"19. A mine awareness education plan and procedures for reporting unexploded 
ordnance and artifacts should be set out and geared towards both denwbilizcd 
soldiers and civilians. 

"C. gfmgbilimtion 

l 2O. An early and accurate assessment of the combatants to be separated, 
assembled and demobilised is a prerequisite to an effective demobilisation 
programme. 

u21. Demobilisation agreemente may be implemented via a dcmobilization centre or 
Cantoument, established for a limited period of time, taking into account 
necessary medical, logistical (food, housing etc.) and administrative support 
and facilities or progrsmmes. They should be clearly separated from 
humanitarian centres cstabliahtd, for example, for returning refugees. 

*22. The period betxeen the signature of an agreement and the aetablishment of 
the cantonment could, with the consent of the State concerned, be used 
profitably by neutral parties of obeervation and control of a ceasefire. 

*23. Registration and diearmame nt of combatants should occur simultaneously, 
whenever pousiblc . 

"D. &Qegratfan af f oxtwl: combatants 

*24. The peace agreement should provide for advance planning for integration, at 
least for the short to medium term, to be undertaken well before the 
demobilisation process starts. The integration programme could then be 
implemented in step with demobilisation. 

"25. Coneideration should be given to: 

/ . . . 
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l - The eetablimhment, training and cperationm of combined integrated 
8acurity forces on a voluntary baui8, am appropriate; 

*, Programme for the training, education and guidance for the 
integration into civil 8ocAety of former ccnnbatante end their 
dcpendanto, including the offer of guarantees for their personal 
l afsty; 

I- The return and reeettlanumt of refugees and displaced persone to their 
homes an an integral part of the integration procees; 

*, The promotion of eustainable atiqloysaent and skille training, for 
example in the areao of rehabilitation and reconetruction programmes. 

“26. States are encouraged to reflect in their economic progrommea the 
integration of combatante and secure dorauatic reaource~ for ouch activities, 
supplemented, aa uppropriate, by external support in order to provide, intsx 
g&&, for effective follow-up action. The neede of different target groupe, 
among the reintegrated combatante, including vulnerable groupa such as women and 
children, should be identified end optionrs designed for their: integration to 
suit local conditioaa. 

“V. COWIDSMCiZ-BUIPSIW IN ROST-CONFLICT SITUATIONS 

‘27. In or&r to eneure the reliable implemcnta~ion of the prOVitaiOn8 of the 
agreement reached in a poat-conflict consolidation of peace, including Becure 
disposal and/or dectruction of weapons, consideration should be given, on the 
baaie of mutual agreement, to the following: 

*(a) Combined/integrated monitoring, observation and control; 

"(b) Traneparency and verification, where appropriate, by a facilitator or 
international supervision, with the consent of the state concerned; 

"(c) A conaiefnion to mediate differtncee over intemretation of the terms 
of the agreement. 

"28. Implementation of agreed meafmran can be enhanced by the uue of econOdC, 
uocial and other incentives, including: 

"(a) Humanitarian, medical and logistical aid programmes for fOra%X 
combatant8 (including familieo) to encourage and euataie the handover of armat 

"lb) Measures to enmare the eafety of former cornbatantrri 

"(c) Amntetiae granted by the State; 

"(d) Reintegration into civilian end profeeeional lift, including job 
training. 

/ . . . 
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"29. The re-eetabllr,kmcnt of public security is a~ essential first etep. The 
following measurtu to help build confidance in an uabiaetd, non-diecriminatory 
security force could be conaidtxsdz 

"(a) The creaticn and training of military uenricte end eecurity and police 
forces, at a size appropriate to a poet-conflict oituation, taking into account 
the legitimate self-defence and rrscurity interests of the state; 

q (b) Adequate technical equipment, fcr example for border monitoring, and 
training to enable optratiom to be conducted efficiently and in conformity with 
national legislation and tetablished norms of international law; 

"(c) The inclusion and integration of adequately trained former combatants 
on a voluntary baeie. 

"30. To aeeiet the reconciliation proceee and to create confidence in the 
implementation of the peace agreement, it is recommended that: 

*(a) An effective, objective public information campaign be promoted to 
aeneitize the public tr the peace procteo; 

*lb) National dialogut be encouraged and intensified through reconciliation 
programs in the consolidation of ptact; 

"(c) Measuree aimed at enhancing public involvement through education and 
awareneaa programmes conducive to the promotion of peace be encouraged; 

"(d) Measures to StrbAgthen coordination amOAg ~VtlXUIltAtU, inttrAatioAa1 
organizatione and non-governmental organizatione be implemented for the smooth 
transition from emergency humanitarian assistance and post-conflict aeeistanct 
to long-term development. 

"VI. ~GIONAL AND AXTERNATIONAL PINANCIAL AND TECHNICAL a8SISTANCE 

*31. Regional and iAtcznatioAa1 financial, technical and technological 
assistance in rebuflding infrastructure and administcativt capacity and civil 
eoci-jty, and in economic rehabilitation for the implementation of practical 
disarmament measurea, should include the early involvement of iAternatioAa1 
financial institutions. 

"32. Regional and iAtcrnatioAa1 finaAcia1 and technical aeeietanct should also 
include: 

*ie; AWi6taACe for national aAd lccal meabures for the collection, 
control, diapoeal and/or destructioA of arm, damobilizafion and reintegration 
of former combatants, as well aa for mtaautee for the conversioa of atildtairy 
facilities for civilim uee in poet-conflict SitUatiOnB. Such aoeist;aAre can 
help anoure their early taucctss; 

':(b) Aesietance for mint clearance, victim aesistance and mine awarenese 
programmes in mine-affected countrita, incl-Iding assistance to mine-infested 
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countries to remove or otherwise render ineffective existing minefields, mines 
and bovbytraps; the provision, as appropriate, of technological assistance to 
mine-infested countries; new technologies for mine detection and removal; and 
the promotion of scientific research and. development on humanitarian 
mine-clearance technique I and technology ao that mine-clearance activities can 
be carried out more effb.stively at lower cost and through safer means. 
International cooperation should be promoted in this regard; 

e(c) Assistance for reintegration measures aimed at education WA training 
and for the creation of employment opportunities or alternative employment 
opportunities for discharged combatants; 

"(d) Assistance for public education and awareness programaee which will 
contribute to the promotion of peace and build resistance to the unlawful uses 
of small arms. 

33. States that art in a position to do so should lend their support to the 
Secretary-General in responding to requests by Member States to collect and 
destroy small arms and light weapons in post-conflict situations as well aa to 
promote new practical disarmament measures to consolidate peace, eopecially as 
undertaken and designed by affected States themselveo. 

hVI1. OTHFR CONVRNTIONAL ARMS CORTROL/LIM TATION AND 
DIG- Ml3FEims 

HA. $?ational measu?tQ 

u34. Statto should observe the highest standards of responsibility in the 
transfer of arms, including small arma and light weapons, as well as munition 
and explosives. Both supplier and recipient States should ensure that the 
quantity and level of sophistication of their arms art cormtnturatt with their 
legitimate defence and security requirements, and that they do not contribute to 
instability and conflict in their regions or in other countries and regions or 
to illicit trafkicking in arma. 

"35. States ehould have in place appropriate legislation and effective 
administrative regulations on arms export, Import, transit, re-export and 
diversion, and should make the necessary arrangements to tneure their 
enforcement.. 

"36. States should work towards the introduction of appropriate national 
legislation, administrative regulations and licensing requirement8 that define 
conditions under which firearms can be acquired, used and traded by private 
pereons. In particular, they should consider the prohibition of unrestricted 
trade and private ownership o f small anna and light weapons eptcifically 
debigned fox military purposes, such as automatic guns (e.g., aoaault rifles and 
machine-guns). 

"37. States conoidering mewurea to ensure that arm are exported only to 
Governments of sovereign States, either directly or thro!lgh duly licensed or 
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l uthorizsd agenciem acting on their behalf, are encouraged to draw upon already 
existing provieione in thie field. 

"38. States should eneure that anua production, trade and holding8 (State-owned 
and private) ara under otrict am3 effective control through appropriate 
liceneing, supervi8ion and iae*ction. They should aleo coneider the 
sDtabliehment and mainteMnce ofr 

l , National inventoriem of legally held weapons, specifically designed 
for military purposel, including Up-to-date information on legally 
licensed dealer8 and manufacturero; 

I, A record of importa, export6 and other traneactions. 

“39. Stateu should eneure that manufacturers apply appropriate end reliable 
marking0 on weapona, particuParly emall anna and light weaponu, as an integral 
part of the production proceem, 90 aa to aoeiet national law enforcement 
agenciea in tracing the country of origin and the manufacturer of the weapone in 
combating illicit arme trafficking. 

*40. States should undertake to secure their holdings of weapone, including 
umall ~rme and light weapons, against loeees resulting from corruption, theft 
and withholding through appropriate organizationel, technical and personnel 
meaouxers . 

l 41. Stateo ohould ensure tT‘e effectiveneoe and profeeuional conduct of security 
force6 and authorities (cuetoma, horder control, pol$ce, criminal prosecution) 
involved in the implementation of weapone control measuree, through the 
approprietc eelection of p8r6onne1, training and technical equipment. 

MB. -ional/ coo-ration and trwarcna 

"42. Statee ohculd explore the scope for closer coordination and, on a voluntary 
basis, the possible harmonizatioa of their national regulatione on anna 
axport/import/trensit, including relevant cuetoaup proceduree. 

"43. Stateo and theix national authoritiee involved in wtapone control measure0 
should reinforce their collective efforts to prevent and combat illicit 
trafficking of ermn, particularly emall am, through: 

*(a) Bacchengc of information on illegal activities (eourcea, routeB, 
caches); 

L(b) Combined police, border-guard, intelligence and cuetolne operatione, aa 
required; 

#(c) Technic~rl and training aeeistance; 

*(d) Betablie&nt of national point8 of contact; 
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*(aI Iqproved judicial ccqermtion, includin$ to combat the violation of 
nmticnml gun lmwo mnd regulations. 

V4. Seater are encouraged to conmider developing and mtrengthening appropriate 
tranmp8rency ma86urem at the multil8ter61, region81, subregion81 and national 
16V616. Taking into account thm particular regional situation and 1egitimMe 
self-defence mnd security needn, theme might include, based on the agreed 
initimtive of all the State6 within the concernad region6 or mubregionm and with 
prtticip8tion on a voluntary bamim, pommible regional or subregional 
8rnngement6, confidence-building and am-control meamurem. International arms 

tranmfarm should not be umtd as a mean6 to interfere in the internal affair6 of 
other St8ter. 

"45. States l hould conmider, on a voluntary basis, the exchange of information 
oa th6ir rutional policiem, legimlation mnd adminimtrativt control over 
8rmment6, with pmrticular mmphmmim on mmall armu and light weapons. 

l 46. St8tem l hould conmider all appropriate measures with a view to promoting 
remtraint and responmibility in conventional armm tranmftrm. States which have 
emtablimhed voluntary regional and mubregional measures for conventional arm6 
tranmferm mhould nuke availrblt all relevmnt information on theme to any 
interested State or group of Statem. 

"VIII. ROLE OF TH8 UNITED NATIONS 

"47. Thm Secretary-Gmnerml, in recognition of the important contribution of 
progrmaumm for voluntary weapon6 collection and/or destruction, could be invited 
to consider, on l cmmt-by-caot bmmie, mean6 to facilitate the succtmmful conduct 
of much progrmnmwm. 

"48. The United Nation6 should coordinate and facilitate the exchange of 
informtion bmtween Bt8tem. At the request of the State8 concerned, the United 
Nation6 could providm coordination and ammimtance, including in metking regional 
and international financial and technical support, for the development of 
prcgr8mtm8 to promote mud implement dimarmament and am6 control/limitation 
meauurem in the co-'text of the consolidation of ptact. 

*49. The ccordinmtion role of the United Nation6 mhould be fulfilled in the 
fields of mina l wmrenmmm, training, murvtyfng, twine detection and dtarmnct, 
mcientific rmmearch on mine detection and clearance technology, and information 
on mnd dimtribution of medical equipment and muppliee. 

"50. The United Nation has 6 eeni;rai r~la in tbt field of disarmament. This 
role im enhmnced with the demignation of the Dapartment for Disarmament Affairs 
am the focal point to coordinate all action on small arms within the United 
Nations system. 

"51. Cooperation and coordination should be increased between the relevant 
intergovernmental bodies of the United Nation6 and within the United Nations 
Secretariat; the Centre fni: ~nttrnmtional Grim Prevention with regard to ita 
work related to illicit trcnufacturtng and trafficking in firearms, their part8 
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and cute and amuuitiont the Department for Di8 aruwmnt Affairor aad the 
las&anism for Coordinating AtWon on &au11 Arms in ongoing iaitfatiwr related 
to illicit trafficking in 8aulL axon. 

V2. !fha United t&tiona should wntinuo to play a loading rolo in addrem8ing the 
iame of mm811 armm." 


